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Will Germany suffer an attack from ISIS?  
Most likely not because that would open up sympathy for the German people – and that cannot 

be allowed because you cannot have sympathy for the Germans because of their past sins 

committed during World War Two. 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------  

Dagmar Brenne reports from Germany   

From the perspective of a German from Australia 
The little town where I live at present has a population of 
1200 people. At the surface the world is still intact in this 
village. But people are concerned. The Muslim influx is 
coming closer, even to the dreamy small villages of 

Middle Germany, towns like Marlishausen, formerly part 
of the DDR. 
I am now 4 weeks in this township. Why did I come to 
Germany with the intention to stay? It is hard to explain 

– a certain gut feeling, a sense of belonging, a mission I 
could not shrug off. I feel that God has a show-down in 
mind, an enough is enough. So many years of lies that 

have become ingrained into people´s minds as though it 

were the Gospel truth. Words like Nazis, Gestapo tactics, 
Hitler era cruelty etc have become absorbed into the 
language as a supposedly self-evident fact.  
As a newcomer I feel the weight of the oppression and 

unspoken accusation all around me. It is a burden that 
taints every German´s joy, song and laughter, even the 
innocence of little German-born children. It is as though 
being born with a Cain´s mark.  

And now there is a wave of foreigners, that go about as 
though they have a right to gate-crash this poor ravaged 
land and its inhabitants. Merciless swarthy rabble from 

third world slums have been inveighed by anti-German 
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propaganda to do their worst. Don´t you just hate the 
ones that kick a man when he is down? Germany once 
more is being kicked. What ever pity we have felt in the 

past for the Arabs, Palestinians, downtrodden tribes of 
Africa or USA, the behaviour of this avalanche of ill-bred 
coloured folk will soon quell any compassion in a rage of 
German, European, White man´s indignation. I think of 

Rudyard Kipling´s poem: When the Saxon began to hate! 
And why not. Many feel it, this last effort for dignity and 
manhood, the last stand of do or die to defend what is 
rightfully the German´s homeland. And if I read our time 
right, the rest of Europe feels the same toward the 
invaders, a blazing: How dare they! 

I have a mission to my homeland and others may feel 
the same. Who knows. 
So far I have been to two political demonstrations in 
Erfurt, which show the writing on the wall clearly, the 
angry mood, the increasing fury of the German people. It 

started with few, mainly the older generation, people 
that could remember how things were, with a sense of 

what is right, what is decent and moral. They are 
marching to express their anger against a political 
system that sells „democracy“, as the people´s will, but 
in reality is anything but representing the German „Volk“. 
This Wednesday past there were more younger faces 
than before. There were many German flags, the 
banners of German provinces now in foreign hands, but 

not forgotten. The amputation of German territory has 
not gone unnoticed.  
A new party has materialised, the AfD, the „Alternative 
für Deutschland“ with a dynamic man at the head, Björn 
Höcke. Höcke is a man of 43 years, in this day and age 
still considered on the side of young men. I, as a 

Toastmaster was impressed with his clear diction, the 
well considered delivery of his speech. His very first 
words captivated me with their ring of truth: Germany 
has been emasculated, Germany has to regain its 
manliness, Germans have to become more manly, 
Germans have to become bold and steadfast defenders. 
In German it was a beautiful play on the words of 

manliness, manhood, defence and steadfastness, the 
meaning of which I am totally in agreement. Does not 
the world long for strength and direction, for decency 
and honour? These qualities have very obviously not 
become inherent traits of USA, British, French or Russian 
military circles, the „victors“ of the blood soaked wars 
that still cast a dark shadow over our country of 

Germany. Which of those victor nations have stopped the 
Muslims, while they were still stoppable? Not one! Why 
not? It should have been easy to accomplish it with all 
their impressive military hardware. There must be a plan 
not to stop them, perhaps the Coudenhove-Kalergi plan 
called „practical Idealism“? The plan to race-mix the 

Europeans. 
So, here I am, hoping for a German miracle, a turn 
around of this devastating human tidal wave. Someone 
has to, why not Germany? All things are possible with 
God. After all God has given two important Seers visions 
regarding Germany: Alois Irlmaier and Siener van 
Rensburg. 

Björn Höcke gave some examples how the German police 
and security forces have lost control and highly 

dangerous Middle Easterner criminals with infectious 
diseases are roaming our land unchecked.  
Here are Björn Höcke´s 5 basic rules for Germany: 
  

1. Germany is non-negotiable.  
Our nation is not a product of coincidence. It is the 
accumulation of many generations. We are proud of our 

rich culture, our freedom and our prosperity. We help 
many countries, but one thing we will not do: give our 
land and our nation away. Germany is our country. 
2. Germany is no laboratory for social experiments. 

We resist all experiments with our people. Ideologists 
wish to introduce a society without a family structure und 
anyone who enters the borders of Germany may become 
a German at will. We resist the multicultural society and 
adhere to the classical family unit. Take your hands off 
our German family unit. 

3. Germany must be able to act independently. 
Germany is no longer able to insure its inner and outer 
safety, so say highly placed Security Force officials. The 
forces of the Bundeswehr serve foreign interests in 
foreign lands. The soldiers, still within Germany are 

vacating their barracks to accommodate Asylants. We 
require a political leadership that makes decisions in the 

interest of the German nation. 
4. Germany has to regain its inner Freedom. Many 
of the so-called Media of Lies (Lügenpresse) certainly 
deserve this name. In the place of neutral and objective 
reporting the system-trained journalists of State TV 
stations are advocating the goody-good German 
Welcome Culture, calling any opponent an enemy, 

because we say what must not be said. This political 
correctness lies like a deadly blight on our land. We, who 
are gathered here today affirm that our sense for 
freedom is still alive. 
5. We Germans must come of age. Germany is the 
land of our ancestors. Germany must be retained as the 

homeland of our children. Germany is our Fatherland - 
our inheritance - and our nation. 
These basic rules were read at Erfurt by Björn Höcke and 
at another meeting that same night by another AfD 
official at a meeting in another town - simultaneously.  
Having stated the above five points Björn Höcke ended 
his speech, and the meeting at Erfurt dispersed.  

It is important to have a guiding concept and not to be 
just a gathering of malcontents. For, to be honest, there 
are not many Germans at this present time that suffer 
great hunger or other deprivations. We only see, that as 
a people we are threatened to be absorbed into a 
featureless mass.  
Mündig werden - coming of age - means to think things 

through, to have our mental faculties back on track 
where we take responsiblity for our decisions. We 
Germans still desire to be Germans within a Europe of 
homelands. 
Dagmar Brenne, Marlishausen, 22 November 2015. 

-----------------------------------------  

1. Grundsatz: Deutschland ist nicht verhandelbar! 
Unser Staat – unsere Nation ist kein Zufallsprodukt. Es 
ist das Werk vieler Generationen. Mit Stolz blicken wir 
auf eine reiche Kultur, bürgerliche und politische 
Freiheiten und Wohlstand. Wir helfen vielen Ländern 
dieser Welt. Doch eines werden wir nicht tun: unser Land 
und unsere Nation aus der Hand geben. Deutschland ist 

unser Land! 
2. Grundsatz: Deutschland ist kein Labor für 

Gesellschaftsexperimente! 
Wir verweigern uns verantwortungslosen Experimenten 
mit und an unserem Volk. Nur Ideologen glauben, dass 
Gesellschaft ohne Familie funktionieren kann oder dass 
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jeder zu einem Deutschen wird, sobald er die 
Landesgrenze überschritten hat. 
Gefährlichen Ideologien, die die multikulturelle 

Gesellschaft erschaffen und die klassische Familie 
abschaffen wollen, erteilen wir eine klare Absage! 
3. Grundsatz: Deutschland muß selbstbestimmt 
handeln! 

Deutschland ist nach Einschätzung höchster 
Sicherheitsbeamter nicht mehr in der Lage, die innere 
wie die äußere Sicherheit zu garantieren. Und was macht 
die Bundeswehr? 
Sie dient in der ganzen Welt fremden Interessen, 
während die hiergebliebenen Soldaten ihre Kasernen für 

Asylsuchende räumen und Toiletten in 
Erstaufnahmeeinrichtungen reparieren. 
Wir brauchen endlich eine handlungswillige politische 
Führung, die eigenständige Entscheidungen im 
nationalen Interesse trifft! 

4. Grundsatz: Deutschland muß seine innere Freiheit 
zurückgewinnen! 
Die von vielen so genannte „Lügenpresse“ hat sich ihren 

Namen nicht selten redlich verdient. An Stelle objektiver 
Berichterstattung propagiert sie eine fatale 
Willkommenskultur.  
Das GEZ-gebührenfinanzierte Staatsfernsehen markiert 

uns als Gegner, weil wir sagen, was nicht gesagt werden 
soll. Die politische Korrektheit liegt wie Mehltau auf 
unserem Land. Die AfD ist der Garant für die freie Rede 
und die schonungslose, ehrliche Analyse der Lage. 
Weil wir uns heute hier versammelt haben, ist die innere 
Freiheit in Deutschland noch lebendig. 

5. Grundsatz: Die Deutschen müssen mündig werden! 
Deutschland war die Heimat unserer Vorfahren. 
Deutschland muss als Heimat unserer Kinder erhalten 
bleiben. Deutschland ist unsere Heimat – unser Land – 
und unsere Nation! 

_____________________________________________  

Why the radical right has failed in Australia 
Duncan McDonnell, November 23, 2015 - 5:30PM 

 
Pauline Hanson struck a popular chord in the 1990s but 
could not turn that into a sustainable political party.  

Pauline Hanson, Minister for Immigration in the Liberal-
One Nation coalition, looks into the camera and says: 

"Australia is closed for asylum seekers coming by 
boat." After its second term as the junior partner in 
government, the future looks bright for the party she 
founded nearly three decades ago. It is the only party 
gaining new members and there are numerous young 
One Nation MPs capable of replacing Hanson when she 
steps down after a stellar political career. 

If the history of the populist radical right in Australia had 

followed the same script as in Western Europe, the above 
would not be an exercise in alternate reality, but a 
plausible scenario. In Europe, radical right populists have 
gone from being seen as "flash-in-the-pan" protest 
parties to fixed points in the political landscape. 

Australians these days think of Hanson as a blip, but at 
the time she was a major threat to the mainstream. The 
reasons her party failed were many, but bad organisation 
was one. Another was the reaction of the Liberal Party 
that (after some hesitation) condemned the messenger 
while incorporating part of her message. 
In Western Europe, it has been a very different story and 

the radical right has been one of the key political 
phenomena since the 1990s. These parties owe their 
fortunes not just to public frustrations about 

immigration, the economy, the European Union and the 
ideological convergence of mainstream centre-right and 
centre-left parties. Their durability is also thanks to 
capable leaders and well-developed party machines. 

 
Marine Le Pen, leader of the French National Front, 
broadened the appeal of the party after replacing her 
father, Jean-Marie Le Pen. Photo: Bloomberg  

Their organisational skills have given European radical 
right parties staying power. They are usually more active 
at grassroots level than mainstream parties. And they 

are built to last. As a result, many have seen their iconic 
founder-leaders step down, but have not lost votes. The 
French Front National, the Italian Northern League, and 
Danish People's Party are all parties that are buoyant in 
the polls under new, younger leaders. 
It is precisely the fact that these parties owe their 
success to long-term factors that makes it so irritating 

when commentators in countries like the US and 

Australia link a supposedly sudden rise of the radical 
right to the current refugee crisis or terrorist attacks in 
Europe. 

 
Despite a huge number of refugees pouring into Greece, 
the vote for the country's far right Golden Dawn party has 
barely moved. Photo: Getty Images  
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This ignores the historical context of organisational and 
electoral progress achieved by these parties. It also 
ignores the fact that in the initial years of the past 

decade, several of them were in government or riding 
high in the polls. 
There was no refugee crisis then and no Islamic terrorist 
attacks in the countries where radical right parties did 

well (the first major attack was in 2004 in Spain – one of 
the few places in Western Europe without a successful 
radical right party). In short: these parties are about 
much more than a single crisis or issue. 
On the flip side, we should also remember that there are 
countries on the front line of the refugee crisis that have 

not experienced any such advance this year. The far-
right Golden Dawn's vote in the Greece's recent general 
election rose by just 0.7 percentage points compared to 
the previous election in January. This was despite Greece 
having seen more than half a million refugees and 

migrants arrive on its shores in 2015. 
I understand why some right-wing commentators in 

North America and Australia push the line about Europe 
being on the edge of a precipice. It fuels the argument 
that their countries could face a similar fate. It helps 
justify why people should turn to candidates like those of 
the Tea Party. Or, in the case of Australia, the new 
radical right party, the Australian Liberty Alliance. 
According to Fairfax Media columnist Paul Sheehan, the 

Australian Liberty Alliance is putting up "strong Senate 
candidates" and is much better equipped than Hanson's 

One Nation. This is unfair to Hanson, who had a range of 
issues to mobilise on and was once a formidable 
campaigner. The Australian Liberty Alliance, by contrast, 

looks like a single-issue party with uninspiring leaders. 
Consider the three candidates it has announced: Deborah 
Robinson, president of the anti-Islam Q Society who in 
the past has shared a platform with Tommy Robinson 

(former leader of the anti-Muslim street movement, the 
English Defence League); Kiralee Smith, the anti-Halal 
certification campaigner; and Bernard Gaynor, whose 
Twitter feed suggests he is similarly fixated with 
Australian Muslims and Islam. 
The Australian Liberty Alliance is all about stoking anti-

Islam fears. But in a country like Australia where just 2 
per cent of the population is Muslim, such 
scaremongering is unlikely – on its own – to bring votes. 
Certainly, it is very unlikely to produce anything like the 
success that the far more capable, well-organised and 

more widely appealing parties of the European radical 
right have enjoyed not just recently, but over several 

decades. 
Duncan McDonnell is senior lecturer in the Department of 
Government and International Relations at Griffith 
University. His latest book, co-authored with Daniele 
Albertazzi, is Populists in Power. 
 
http://www.smh.com.au/comment/why-the-radical-
right-has-failed-in-australia-20151120-gl3o4q.html  

_____________________________________________  

 

Funker? 
Carlo I. (44) hetzt gegen Juden – über Funk.  

Das ist ein Offizialdelikt. Doch kein Staatsanwalt ermittelt. 
Von Roland Gamp, Aktualisiert am 09.11.2015 

 
«Die Behörden wollen mich fertigmachen», 
behauptet der Ostschweizer Carlo I. Marcel Sauder 
Mit ruhiger Stimme betet Carlo I.* seine Parolen ins 
Mikrofon. «Der Holocaust hat gar nie stattgefunden», 
behauptet er. «Das ist die grösste Lüge des 20. 

Jahrhunderts.» Höchstens ein paar Zehntausend Juden 
seien im Zweiten Weltkrieg gestorben: «Alles 
Hochverräter und Saboteure, die den Tod verdienten.» 
Seine antisemitischen Hasspredigten verbreitet der 
Ostschweizer unter dem Decknamen «Fuchs» über das 
offene Amateur-Funknetz. Und zwar seit bald 15 Jahren. 

«Er ist eine Schande für alle Funker», ärgert sich ein 

langjähriges Mitglied der Szene. «Was er verbreitet, ist 
gegen das Gesetz. Trotzdem stoppt ihn keiner.» 

Auch der Schweizerische Israelitische Gemeindebund 
(SIG) ist über die Aussagen schockiert, die SonntagsBlick 
vorliegen. «Den Holocaust öffentlich zu leugnen, 
verstösst klar gegen die Rassismus-Strafnorm», sagt 
Generalsekretär Jonathan Kreutner (37). 

Vor vier Jahren erstatteten der SIG und das Bundesamt 
für Kommunikation (Bakom) Anzeige gegen Carlo I. Nach 
einer Hausdurchsuchung beschlagnahmte 

die Polizei sein Funkgerät. Die Staatsanwaltschaft 
Thurgau verurteilte ihn zu einer Busse von 1000 
Franken. Die Geldstrafe von 6000 Franken wurde auf drei 
Jahre bedingt verhängt. 

Nach dem Urteil verstummte er. Bis jetzt. «Der Fuchs ist 
wieder auf Sendung», sagt ein weiterer Funker. «Letzten 
Sonntag fing ich rechtsradikale Äusserungen wie früher 
ab.» 
Sie erreichen mehr Publikum als je zuvor. Denn Carlo I. 
funkt nicht wie bisher über den Säntis. Er benutzt jetzt 

Sendestationen in Deutschland, auf der Zugspitze oder 
dem Feldberg. «Damit erreicht er Hörer im Umkreis von 
500 Kilometern», sagt der Szenekenner. «Von 
Tschechien bis nach Italien sind seine Nachrichten zu 
hören. An guten Tagen empfangen dies Hunderte 

Funker.» 
Aber wie lange noch? Rassendiskriminierung ist ein Offi-

zialdelikt. «Wir gehen davon aus, dass die Thurgauer 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-34585088
http://www.smh.com.au/comment/the-impact-of-mass-muslim-immigration-in-europe-will-be-felt-in-australia-20151018-gkc0gt.html#ixzz3qUB38ov4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFLkk-uCA0s
https://twitter.com/BernardGaynor
http://www.book2look.com/embed/9781317535027
http://www.smh.com.au/comment/why-the-radical-right-has-failed-in-australia-20151120-gl3o4q.html
http://www.smh.com.au/comment/why-the-radical-right-has-failed-in-australia-20151120-gl3o4q.html
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Staatsanwaltschaft gegen den Funker vorgeht», sagt 
Jonathan Kreutner vom SIG. 
Das ist derzeit nicht der Fall. «Damit wir eine solche Tat 

strafrechtlich verfolgen, brauchen wir eine konkrete 
Strafanzeige, welche durch entsprechende Unterlagen 
belegt ist», sagt Hans-Ruedi Graf (61), leitender 
Thurgauer Staatsanwalt. «Es reicht nicht, wenn uns 

jemand ein nicht näher bestimmtes Tondokument 
zukommen lässt.» 
Immerhin ist das Bakom aktiv geworden. «Wir wissen, 
dass der ‹Fuchs› wieder aktiv ist», sagt Sprecherin Silvia 
Canova (29). «Ein Verfahren ist derzeit hängig.» Das 

Bundesamt kann den Funker wegen Widerhandlungen 
gegen das Fernmeldegesetz belangen – nicht aber wegen 
seiner rassistischen Äusserungen. 

Carlo I. war für eine Stellungnahme nicht erreichbar. Vor 
drei Jahren, als erstmals gegen ihn ermittelt wurde, sah 
er sich als Opfer: «Ich bin ein Patriot. Die Behörden 
wollen mich fertigmachen.» 

*Name der Redaktion bekannt 
http://www.blick.ch/news/schweiz/thurgauer-
verbreitet-judenhass-in-europa-wer-stoppt-den-irren-
nazi-funker-id4335794.html

_____________________________________________  

American self-hatred 

as our leaders cannibalize our country and the world 
By John Kaminski 

The recent revelation that the United States and its 
mysterious pseudopresident Barack Obama actually 
finance MIddle Eastern terrorists while simultaneously 
professing to be fighting them creates a painful 
emotional cramp in the minds and hearts of 

conscientious American citizens as we reluctantly realize 
our totally untrustworthy leaders and their insincere 
doublespeak pose a lethal danger to ourselves and 
others. 
It then becomes impossible to love our country when we 
know our so-called leaders are lying through their teeth 
when they tell us they must kill many thousands of 

innocent people in order to protect our own families. To 
remain silent about this hypocrisy can only create one 
thing in our own minds — self hatred, along with a 

persistent loathing of ourselves and our own cowardly 
silence that permits these megacrimes against humanity 
to keep happening. 

The continuing hoo-ha over the rise of ISIS and its series 
of senseless but calculated massacres now spreading all 
over the world has not only led to draconian police and 
security crackdowns imposed by the various 
governments, but has also triggered a bumper crop of 
skepticism from astute observers who detect both 
inconsistencies and impossibilities in the tales that are 

told about these events by a mainstream press which 
long ago has proven itself incapable of telling the 
objective truth about anything. 
Of course none of this is really anything new. It is 

American history written over and over again, deepening 
the darkness of our lives and threatening the future of 
our children, which may have already been lost through 

the medical and social depredations of our own 
government supposedly done on their behalf. 
The funding of and then pretending to fight ISIS is a 
mirror image — or a next chapter — in the creation of al-
Qaeda some four decades earlier, when Zbigniew 
Brzezinski imported Saudi Arabian terrorists into 

Afghanistan to bedevil the imperialistic Soviets.  
Today, our conscientious American minds know the 
history of how these al-Qaeda recruits appear out of 
nowhere all over the world to serve the purposes of the 
Jewish American war machine as it smooths out transit 
routes from Asia to Europe for oil and heroin. Such is the 

case today in Syria as it was not so long ago in Serbia. 

Sometimes al-Qaeda assassins serve as bad guys to be 
battled as in Afghanistan, other times they are employed 
as convenient allies to destabilize such places as Serbia 

or Libya, when we want to replace independent-minded 
leaders such as Milosevic or Qaddafi. 
These ubiquitous Islamic terrorists served as convenient 
patsies for the greatest false flag crime of all — the 
murder of 3,000 American citizens in New York City in 

2001, which like a spine thrown permanently out of joint, 
has skewed American history ever since, and precipitated 
a profoundly ugly trend of government-staged false flag 
atrocities that rattle U.S. society to the bone on a regular 
basis with cynical and bloody attempts to get Americans 
to give up their guns and get us all to become quiet and 
obedient slaves to the Jews. 

Mostly, this has already happened. 
The stories our government tells us just don't add up, 
but being sheeple, and wanting to fit in with the herd, we 

have let these lies stand as permanent and legitimate 
history. Most of us now are not old enough to remember 
the first Kennedy assassination in 1963, when the 

Warren Commission, led by a cynical political functionary 
named Arlen Specter, ruled that a single magic bullet 
killed the last and possibly the only relatively honest U.S. 
president, John F. Kennedy. 
A half century of independent investigations since that 
dark day have revealed at least six shots, three potential 
assassins and two subsequent U.S. presidents — Lyndon 

Johnson and Bush Sr. — to have been intimately involved 
with this significant turn in the history of the world, a 
turn which accelerated both the Jewish takeover of the 
United States and the overall destruction of the planet. 

This molding of public opinion through the supposedly 
objective reporting (but anything but) of Jewish-owned 
mainstream media stretches back through time through 

the overwhelming of public resistance to the World Wars, 
but it is more helpful to quickly review the recent false 
flag events that have grabbed the headlines and further 
exacerbated this frenzied mania to solidify this 
widespread deprivation of individual rights by the rapidly 
expanding kosher police state. 

The police ordered us not to contest their story that a 
120-pound weakling carried 80 pounds of guns and 
ammunition and murdered 20-some children in five 
minutes in a Connecticut school that was later proven to 
be closed, or at least not functioning as a legitimate 
school. It didn't exactly seem convincing when none of 

the bodies were ever shown, even to their parents, or 

that many residents of Newtown received millions of 
dollars and free houses for their participation in this 
morbid masquerade. (I note with contempt that Amazon 

http://www.blick.ch/news/schweiz/thurgauer-verbreitet-judenhass-in-europa-wer-stoppt-den-irren-nazi-funker-id4335794.html
http://www.blick.ch/news/schweiz/thurgauer-verbreitet-judenhass-in-europa-wer-stoppt-den-irren-nazi-funker-id4335794.html
http://www.blick.ch/news/schweiz/thurgauer-verbreitet-judenhass-in-europa-wer-stoppt-den-irren-nazi-funker-id4335794.html
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has just banned Jim Fetzer's book, "Nobody Died at 
Sandy Hook", which nicely summarizes the truth of the 
matter.) 

Shortly thereafter we had a terror drill in Boston that 
unsurprisingly went live (as they so often do) and 
resulted in the clampdown of an entire metropolitan area 
while the concerted police state searched for two patsies 

they arbitrarily designated as the culprits, killing one and 
slitting the throat of the other so he couldn't talk. An 
entire country praised the police efforts in killing and 
capturing those declared guilty by acclamation of 
mainstream media, no trial being necessary in this gross 
example of false flag vigilante justice. I could say more 

about the rigged trial but you probably know how it 
predictably went. 
Skipping over dozens of other lurid examples that the 
government says were true but common sense proves 
were lies, we have the grotesque theater "massacre" in 

Paris, followed quickly by a slaughter in Mali and the day 
after by cautionary terror shutdowns in Brussels and 

Belgrade, making very likely that we have now entered 
an era of daily false flag atrocities developing so fast and 
furiously that we, the general run of sincere skeptics, will 
never have enough time to analyze and critique any of 
them seriously. 
But then, we have never figured out the reasons for any 
of our wars, at least, not in the general public sphere. 

Few people today know that it was Hitler who continually 
sued for peace prior to World War II and Roosevelt who 
manipulated Japan into bombing Pearl Harbor, or that it 
took us 40 years to realize that the purpose of the 
Vietnam war was to addict American troops to heroin so 
they would bring the epidemic back home 

Thus it becomes that American self-hatred really is better 
defined as the shame of being owned by the Jews, who 
have long controlled our money, our politicians, our 
bankers, our educators and our entertainers. 
We hate not being able to talk about Jews openly, but 
we've seen so many examples of people who do lose 
their jobs, and sometimes their lives. Jews have 

insinuated themselves into our lives by controlling what 
appears on television and in the movies, and how 
Congress acts when the leader of Israel comes to town. 
This is the stark case of a man who plans on killing or 
enslaving every single one of us, and our leaders cheer 
him when he lies to us and tells us how much he loves 
us. Netanyahu is Big Brother incarnate, and he has 

turned the vast majority of Americans into homicidal 
maniacs just like himself. 
We owe all of this situation to thinking yo-yos like Milton 
Berle and Lucille Ball were funny, that sexual "liberation" 
was normal (when in fact it was an emotional addiction), 
and that homos who hated their own families were the 

pinnacle of mental health. In fact, homosexuals are the 
primary example of alienated individuals who are the 
perfect control droids of the Jewish Big Brother state, 
because they rejected the families who tried to love them 
but didn't do a perfect job. 
If there is any hope for the totally insane Jews (though I 
seriously doubt that there is) it lies with such self-hating 

Jews as Brother Nathanael Kapner, Shlomo Sand and 
Gilad Atzmon, who realize they must reject their 

Jewishness in order to become functional human beings. 

But the self-hatred of Americans includes (whether we 
know it or not) many things that we do not know, like 
there's no actual law to pay the income tax, or that the 

incorporation of the United States in 1871 means that 
everyone pretending to be a government official today, 
especially including judges, is committing treason 
because they are really working for a corporation called 

USA Inc. that doesn't really give a damn about any 
Americans at all.  
(The original Constitution stipulates that anyone posing 
as a government official is guilty of treason, and since 
our government is now a corporation, all government 
employees are now guilty of treason.) 

Americans have many things to be ashamed of, including 
this current and pathetic crop of presidential candidates, 
none of whom is able to acknowledge that in the 
celebrated War on Terror, it is the Jewish controlled U.S. 
that actually furnishes the terrorists, and that all these 

attacks on society such as the so-called Sandy Hook 
massacre and the Boston Marathon bombing are actually 

precipitated by the government itself in order to scare all 
its citizens into giving up their guns. 
It is to the credit of most Americans that they have not 
fallen for these transparent ruses, even though, to their 
everlasting shame, they have failed to muster the 
necessary courage to challenge their corrupt government 
over their crimes of 9/11, the creation of Al-Qaeda, and 

the execution of numerous, frequent and horrendous 
false flag atrocities aimed at convincing U.S. citizens to 
do things that no sane and civilized person should ever 
do. 
It is for this failure of nerve and lack of basic natural 
morality that so many intelligent Americans hate 

themselves. 
It is a hatred that is very justified. Where once America 
was the hope of the world, it is now the Jewish-
controlled, homicidal robot scourge of the world. 
I suspect there are no genuine Islamic terrorists, but 
only well-paid brutes hired by clever American, British 
and French agents who are themselves uncaring dupes of 

the worldwide Jewish murder machine. 
And for that, our self-hatred is a very healthy thing. 
Once realized, it gives us permission to tear the traitors 
running our government into little, bloody shreds. 

*** 
See also: The universe is a laughing woman 

http://www.redicecreations.com/specialreports/2005/11n

ov/goddess.html 
John Kaminski is a writer who lives on the Gulf Coast of 
Florida, constantly trying to figure out why we are 
destroying ourselves, and pinpointing a corrupt belief 
system as the engine of our demise. Solely dependent on 
contributions from readers, please support his work by 
mail: 6871 Willow Creek Circle #103, North Port FL 34287 
USA. 
 
http://renegadetribune.com/author/kaminski/ 
http://300spartans.com.au/kaminski 
https://www.darkmoon.me/author/johnkaminski/ 
http://johnkaminski.info/ 
http://www.rudemacedon.ca/kaminski/kam-index.html 
http://web.archive.org/web/20040323232319/http://jo
hnkaminski.com/ 

_______________________________________________  

http://www.redicecreations.com/specialreports/2005/11nov/goddess.html
http://www.redicecreations.com/specialreports/2005/11nov/goddess.html
http://renegadetribune.com/author/kaminski/
http://300spartans.com.au/kaminski
https://www.darkmoon.me/author/johnkaminski/
http://johnkaminski.info/
http://www.rudemacedon.ca/kaminski/kam-index.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20040323232319/http:/johnkaminski.com/
http://web.archive.org/web/20040323232319/http:/johnkaminski.com/
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A REAL CASE AGAINST THE JEWS 
BY MARCUS ELI RAVAGE 

The Century Magazine, January 1928, Volume 115, Number 3, pages 346-350 
OF COURSE, you do resent us. It is no good telling me 
you don’t. So let us not waste any time on denials and 
alibis. You know you do, and I know it, and we 
understand each other. To be sure, some of your best 

friends are Jews, and all that. I have heard that before 
once or twice, I think. And I know, too, that you do not 
include me personally—“me” being any particular 
individual Jew—when you fling out at us in your 
wholesale fashion, because I am, well, so different, don’t 
you know, almost as good as one of yourselves. That 
little exemption does not, somehow, move me to 

gratitude; but never mind that now. It is the aggressive, 
climbing, pushing, materialistic sort you dislike—those, in 
a word, who remind you so much of your own up-and-

coming brethren. We understand each other perfectly. I 
don’t hold it against you. 
Bless my soul, I do not blame anybody for disliking 
anybody. The thing that intrigues me about this anti-

Jewish business, as you play at it, is your total lack of 
grit. You are so indirect and roundabout with it, you 
make such transparent excuses, you seem to be 
suffering from self-consciousness so horribly, that if the 
performance were not grotesque, it would be irritating. 
It is not as if you were amateurs: you have been at it for 

over fifteen centuries. Yet watching you and hearing your 
childish pretexts, one might get the impression that you 
did not know yourselves what it is all about. You resent 
us, but you cannot clearly say why. You think up a new 
excuse—a “reason” is what you call it—every other day. 

You have been piling up justifications for yourselves 
these many hundreds of years and each new invention is 

more laughable than the last and each new excuse 
contradicts and annihilates the last.  Not so many years 
ago I used to hear that we were money-grubbers and 
commercial materialists; now the complaint is being 
whispered around that no art and no profession is safe 
against Jewish invasion.  We are, if you are to be 
believed, at once clannish and exclusive and 

unassimilable because we won’t intermarry with you, and 
we are also climbers and pushers and a menace to your 
racial integrity.  Our standard of living is so low that we 
create your slums and sweated industries, and so high 
that we crowd you out of your best residential sections.  
We shirk our patriotic duty in wartime because we are 

pacifists by nature and tradition, and we are the arch-
plotters of universal wars and the chief beneficiaries of 
those wars (see the late “Dearborn Independent,” 
passim, and “The Protocols of the Elders of Zion”).  
We are at once the founders and leading adherents of 
capitalism and the chief perpetrators of the rebellion 

against capitalism.  Surely, history has nothing like us for 
versatility!  And, oh! I almost forgot the reason of 
reasons. We are the stiff-necked people who never 
accepted Christianity, and we are the criminal people 

who crucified its founder.  But I can tell you, you are 
self-deceivers. You lack either the self-knowledge or the 
mettle to face the facts squarely and own up to the truth. 
You resent the Jew not because, as some of you seem to 
think, he crucified Jesus but because he gave him birth. 
Your real quarrel with us is not that we have rejected 
Christianity but that we have imposed it upon you!  Your 

loose, contradictory charges against us are not a patch 
on the blackness of our proved historic offense. You 
accuse us of stirring up revolution in Moscow. Suppose 

we admit the charge. What of it? Compared with what 
Paul the Jew of Tarsus accomplished in Rome, the 
Russian upheaval is a mere street brawl.  You make 
much noise and fury about the undue Jewish influence in 

your theaters and movie palaces. Very good; granted 
your complaint is well-founded. But what is that 
compared to our staggering influence in your churches, 
your schools, your laws and your governments, and the 
very thoughts you think every day?  A clumsy Russian 
forges a set of papers and publishes them in a book 

called “The Protocols of the Elders of Zion,” which shows 
that we plotted to bring on the late World War. You 
believe that book. 
All right. For the sake of argument we will underwrite 
every word of it. It is genuine and authentic. But what is 

that beside the unquestionable historical conspiracy 
which we have carried out, which we have never denied 

because you never had the courage to charge us with it, 
and of which the full record is extant for anybody to 
read?  If you really are serious when you talk of Jewish 
plots, may I not direct your attention to one worth 
talking about? What use is it wasting words on the 
alleged control of your public opinion by Jewish 
financiers, newspaper owners and movie magnates, 

when you might as well justly accuse us of the proved 
control of your whole civilization by the Jewish Gospels?  
You have not begun to appreciate the real depth of our 
guilt. We are intruders. We are disturbers. We are 
subverters. We have taken your natural world, your 
ideals, your destiny, and played havoc with them. We 

have been at the bottom not merely of the latest great 
war but of nearly all your wars, not only of the Russian 
but of every other major revolution in your history. We 
have brought discord and confusion and frustration into 
your personal and public life. We are still doing it. No one 
can tell how long we shall go on doing it.  

__________________________________________________  
More Holocaust stuff.......from  

https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/   
January 1, 2014 

North America — the last outpost for Holocaust denial 
This quote is from a news article, which you can read in 
full here: 
The United States and Canada have a totally different approach 
to hate speech because their history is different from the 
aggressors’ of World War II, “so their attitude to legislation on 
the matter is totally different,” said Porat. While in Europe the 
trend is to act against racist comments, not just racist 

actions, North American law sanctifies freedom of speech. 
“Holocaust denial is not outlawed there,” said Porat. “There is a 
whole empire of denial.” 
It’s true.  The last outpost for Holocaust denial is North 
America.  Most of the countries of Europe have Holocaust Denial 
laws now.  It is most unusual that the US and Canada still have 
free speech, regarding the Holocaust.  However, the free speech 
laws didn’t protect Holocaust deniers Germar Rudolf and Ernst 
Zundel, who were both renditioned to Germany for trial.  Both 

https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/.premium-1.563637
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were convicted of Holocaust denial and served time in a German 
prison. 

 
Dachau prisoners celebrate their liberation from Dachau 

This quote, regarding Holocaust Denial, is from 
Wikipedia: 

Holocaust denial is the act of denying the genocide of Jews in 
the Holocaust during World War II.[1][2] The key claims of 
Holocaust denial are that the German Nazi government had no 
Final Solution policy or intention of exterminating Jews, Nazi 
authorities did not use extermination camps and gas chambers 
to mass murder Jews, and the actual number of Jews killed was 
significantly (typically an order of magnitude) lower than the 
historically accepted figure of 5 to 6 million.[3][4][5] 
Holocaust deniers generally do not accept the term denial as an 
appropriate description of their activities, and use the term 
revisionism instead.[6] Scholars use the term “denial” to 
differentiate Holocaust deniers from historical revisionists, who 
use established historical methodologies.[7] The methodologies 
of Holocaust deniers are criticized as based on a predetermined 
conclusion that ignores extensive historical evidence to the 
contrary.[8] 
Source [8] is quoted below. 
8.  Predetermined conclusion: 
“‘Revisionism’ is obliged to deviate from the standard 

methodology of historical pursuit because it seeks to mold facts 
to fit a preconceived result, it denies events that have been 
objectively and empirically proved to have occurred, and 
because it works backward from the conclusion to the facts, 
thus necessitating the distortion and manipulation of those facts 
where they differ from the preordained conclusion (which they 
almost always do). In short, “revisionism” denies something 
that demonstrably happened, through methodological 
dishonesty.” McFee, Gordon. “Why ‘Revisionism’ Isn’t”, The 
Holocaust History Project, May 15, 1999. Retrieved December 
22, 2006. 
Alan L. Berger, “Holocaust Denial: Tempest in a Teapot, or 
Storm on the Horizon?”, in Zev Garber and Richard Libowitz 
(eds), Peace, in Deed: Essays in Honor of Harry James Cargas, 
Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1998, p. 154. 
The Holocaust History Project is discussed 
at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Holocaust_History_Project  
Their website has a list of the members of The Holocaust History 
Project, many of whom are now dead, or retired from writing 
about the Holocaust. 
For the official history of the Holocaust, which you must believe, 
to stay out of prison in 17 countries [soon to be 19 countries in 
2014] go to this page of the THHP website:  
http://www.holocaust-history.org/denial/revisionism-qa.shtml  
A few years ago, the Holocaust History Project had a website 
which claimed that the Dachau gas chamber was a real gas 
chamber where prisoners were gassed.  I have been unable to 
find the original page with photos which proved that Dachau had 
a homicidal gas chamber. 
This quote is an example of what you can read on The Holocaust 
History Project website: 
The overall total of around 6 million is based on demographic 
studies and analysis of Nazi train records that record the 
numbers of Jews shipped to Auschwitz during its existence. An 
example of the methodology used is in Raul 
Hilberg’s Destruction of the European Jews. 
I read somewhere that the train records were never found.  I 
read this, either in Edwin Black’s book, “IBM and the Holocaust,” 

and/or in a pamphlet that I obtained from the Auschwitz 
Museum. 
You can read more about the 6 million at:  
http://zioncrimefactory.com/the-six-million-myth/ 
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/01/01/north-america-
the-last-outpost-for-holocaust-denial/  

*** 

January 24, 2014 
Why is Sacramento, CA the only major city that 

does not have a Holocaust Museum? 
Sacramento is the Capital city of California. The city has many 
famous museums, including a Railroad Museum, an Automobile 
Museum, the Crocker Art Museum, and the State Indian 
Museum.  But no Holocaust Museum.  Why is that? 
Many years ago, there was a proposed Holocaust Museum for 
Sacramento, but the plan was canceled when the Armenians 
wanted to be included.  Holocaustians do not want to 
acknowledge that there was an Armenian genocide because this 
would take away from the Holocaust, which is the worst crime 
ever committed in the entire history of the world. 
Now California wants to adopt a “Genocide Curriculum Measure,” 
which would mandate the teaching of the Armenian Genocide in 
California schools.  California is one of the 5 states in America 
which has mandatory Holocaust education. 
The following quote is from an article in today’s news, which you 

can read at:  
http://www.armenianweekly.com/2014/01/24/californiaassembl
y-panel-adopts-genocide-curriculum-measure/: 
SACRAMENTO, Calif. —Standing strong against Armenian 
Genocide denial, the California State Assembly Education 
Committee unanimously adopted AB-659 on Jan. 15 a measure 
introduced by Assemblymember Adrin Nazarian which would 
bolster the commitment of the State of California to teach of the 
Armenian Genocide to public school students in Grades 7-12. 
Following the hearing, Nazarian said, “It was with great pride 
that I introduced AB 659, a bill that will call for the adoption of 
an oral testimony component in teaching students about the 
Armenian Genocide. I would like to thank the ANCA-WR for their 
assistance with this bill and look forward to their continued 
support as AB 659 makes its way to the Assembly floor. I would 
like to also commend my fellow colleagues on the Assembly 
Committee on Education in voting unanimously on the side of 
truth and justice” 
Testifying forcefully in support of the measure was ANCA 
Western Region Legislative Affairs Director Haig Baghdassarian. 
Turkish American groups presented a diatribe of genocide 
denial, which compelled Committee Chairwoman Joan Buchanan 
and fellow Committee members Rocky Chavez and Shirley 
Weber to set the record straight about the importance of 
speaking clearly about genocide and historical injustices. 
I previously blogged here about the “Fresno Indians” which is 
what Armenians living in California are sometimes called.  Note 
that the new legislation was sponsored by Adrin Nazarian, who 
is Armenian. 
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/whyissacramen
to-ca-the-only-major-city-that-does-not-have-a-holocaust-
museum/  

*** 
November 7, 2014 

WW2 veteran tells Florida teachers about the Dachau 
gas chamber 

A news story that you can read in full here,  tells about a recent 
talk given to teachers in Floria. George Aigen told the teachers 
about his visit to the Dachau camp after it was liberated.  The 
date of his Dachau visit, and the Army outfit in which he was a 
member are not mentioned. 
This quote is from the news article: 
Since 1994, the Florida Legislature has required K-12 schools in 
the state to include Holocaust studies in the curriculum. Florida 
is one of only six states in the U.S. that requires the teaching of 

the Holocaust. Of all the mandates forced onto teachers by 
federal, state and local education officials, the Holocaust 
mandate remains one of the more enlightened. 
[…] 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Holocaust_History_Project
http://www.holocaust-history.org/denial/revisionism-qa.shtml
http://zioncrimefactory.com/the-six-million-myth/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/01/01/north-america-the-last-outpost-for-holocaust-denial/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/01/01/north-america-the-last-outpost-for-holocaust-denial/
http://www.armenianweekly.com/2014/01/24/californiaassembly-panel-adopts-genocide-curriculum-measure/
http://www.armenianweekly.com/2014/01/24/californiaassembly-panel-adopts-genocide-curriculum-measure/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2010/03/07/genocide-what-is-it-and-what-causes-it/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/whyissacramento-ca-the-only-major-city-that-does-not-have-a-holocaust-museum/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/whyissacramento-ca-the-only-major-city-that-does-not-have-a-holocaust-museum/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/whyissacramento-ca-the-only-major-city-that-does-not-have-a-holocaust-museum/
http://www.tallahassee.com/story/life/family/2014/11/04/local-teachers-learn-holocaust/18455631/
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In addition to teaching resources, every year HERC puts 
together a program for the workshop that is second to none. 
Over the years they have brought in academic experts, 
Holocaust survivors and others offering a unique 
perspective. This year’s special guest was WWII veteran George 
Aigen. 
While Corporal Aigen now lives in Valdosta, Ga., he was born 
and raised in Brooklyn, N.Y. It was as a teenager in Brooklyn 
that Aigen was drafted into the U.S. Army and shipped overseas 
to fight in the European theater. He was decorated for the 
unusually high number of battles in which his unit found 
themselves, but his most vivid and haunting memories are of 
the day that his unit walked into the Dachau concentration 
camp. 

 
SS 2nd Lt. Heinrich Wicker surrenders Dachau camp to 

Brig. Gen. Henning Linden 
Aigen was moved to tears as he recounted the horrific scenes 
that he confronted that day. A picture of hundreds of victims —
Jews and others — crammed into bunk houses. The memories of 
entering the shower facility, only to learn that it was a chamber 
of death for the thousands that entered before that day. Aigen 
recalled discovering the furnaces that were designed to rid the 
camp of the thousands of victims who died there, and the 
facility where the ashes were kept. 
Since first telling his story in public a few years ago, Aigen has 
given hundreds of talks. He has made it his latest mission to 
bring his experience with the Holocaust to as many as possible, 
especially students. 
Does anyone ever confront Aigen and ask for proof that there 
was a gas chamber at Dachau?  It is interesting that this news 
story does not give the date that Aigen saw Dachau.  Was it 
before or after the American liberators of Dachau had finished 

constructing the so-called gas chamber? 
You can read about the Dachau gas chamber on my website 
at  http://www.scrapbookpages.com/DachauScrapbook/GasCha
mber/history.html 
I have blogged about the Dachau gas chamber many times, 
including this blog post:  
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/06/20/the-method-
used-at-dachau-to-input-the-gas-into-the-gas-chamber/ 
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/11/07/ww2-veteran-
tellsfloridateachersaboutthedachaugaschamber/?relatedposts_hi
t=1&relatedposts_origin=30017&relatedposts_position=1  

*** 
November 17, 2014 

Update on Oskar Groening, the SS guard at Auschwitz 
“who did’t kill with his hands, but was part of that killing 

machinery” 
In a recent news article, which you can read in full here, I 
learned that “437,000 Hungarian Jews were deported to 
Auschwitz in the span of 57 days in the sping and early summer 
of 1944. They were murdeed at a rate of 3.5 Jews per minute, 
24 hours a day, seven days a week, so that by the end of the 
57th day 300,000 of them were dead.” 

Strangely, most of the survivors of the Holocaust, who are still 
alive today, are Hungarian Jews, who have written books about 
how they fooled the Nazis and escaped the gas chamber. 
This quote is from the news article: 
Judy Lysy is a Holocaust survivor [of Auschwitz] in Toronto. […] 
She is not among the co-plaintiffs in the Groening case since the 
charges against him, for German legal reasons, only cover the 
57-day killing frenzy associated with the Jewish Hungarian 
deportees. […] 
Ms. Lysy, a Slovakian Jew, was raised in pro-Nazi, Hungarian-
occupied territory. She arrived in Auschwitz in April 1944. It was 
a sunny day. She was 16. […] 
“We did not know where those people had gone for the first 10 
days. And this was my arrival to Auschwitz. Oskar Groening 
didn’t kill with his hands. But he was part of that killing 
machinery.” 
The news article goes on to explain that Ms. Lysy was given the 
job of a translator at Auschwitz.  She was also over the age of 
15, so she would not have been sent to the gas chamber, in any 
case. 

 
Child survivors of Auschwitz-Birkenau after they were 

liberated 
The photo above is used to illustrate the news story. Despite my 
many complaints about inappropriate photos being used to 
illustrate the Holocaust, once again a photo of children with 
chubby cheeks is used to illustrate a story about 300,000 Jews 
being gassed in 57 days. 

 
Dead bodies found in Block 11 at the Auschwitz main 

camp 
The photo above, which shows dead bodies found in Block 11 in 
the main Auschwitz camp, would be an appropriate photo for 
this news story. 
This quote is from the news story, cited above: 
The accused is Oskar Groening, the so-called “bookkeeper” of 
Auschwitz, a former SS sergeant who sorted and counted 
monies stolen from the murdered Jews, occasionally couriering 
it to his Nazi overlords in Berlin. He also stood guard on the 
train platform in Auschwitz, as cattle cars delivered their 
doomed Jewish cargo. Doing so in the belief that, as he told DER 
SPIEGEL magazine in 2005, the destruction of the Jews was a 

“necessary thing.” 
I previously blogged about Oskar Groening at  

http://www.scrapbookpages.com/DachauScrapbook/GasChamber/history.html
http://www.scrapbookpages.com/DachauScrapbook/GasChamber/history.html
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/06/20/the-method-used-at-dachau-to-input-the-gas-into-the-gas-chamber/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/06/20/the-method-used-at-dachau-to-input-the-gas-into-the-gas-chamber/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/11/07/ww2-veteran-tellsfloridateachersaboutthedachaugaschamber/?relatedposts_hit=1&relatedposts_origin=30017&relatedposts_position=1
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/11/07/ww2-veteran-tellsfloridateachersaboutthedachaugaschamber/?relatedposts_hit=1&relatedposts_origin=30017&relatedposts_position=1
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/11/07/ww2-veteran-tellsfloridateachersaboutthedachaugaschamber/?relatedposts_hit=1&relatedposts_origin=30017&relatedposts_position=1
http://news.nationalpost.com/2014/11/14/auschwitz-bookkeeper-may-be-last-nazi-tried-in-germany-for-war-crimes/
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https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/09/16/oskar-
groening-another-93-year-old-auschwitz-guard-will-be-charged-
with-accessory-to-murder/ 
I also wrote about Oskar Groening in this blog post:  
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/09/17/oskar-
groening-was-grease-in-the-machine-of-mass-extermination-at-
auschwitz/ 
It seems that Oskar Groening will now be put on trial under the 
ex-post-facto law known as “common plan.”  Under this 
concept, anyone who was there when the crime of killing Jews 
was perpetrated, is guilty of a crime.  There is no defense 
against the “common plan” law, so he will be automatically 
convicted and sent to prison for the rest of his life, or to a 
nursing home in Germany, where he will live out his days as a 
convicted war criminal. 

 
The ruins of Krema III, one of the four gas chambers at 

Auschwitz-Birkenau 
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/11/17/update-on-
oskar-groening-the-ss-guard-at-auschwitz-who-didt-kill-with-

his-hands-but-was-part-of-that-killing-machinery/  
*** 

April 18, 2015 
Can the Jews ever get enough revenge? NO, NO, NO, a 

thousand times NO! 
Read the latest news about the trial of Oskar Groening at 
http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/auschwitz-bookkeeper-oskar-
groening-goes-trial-germany 

 
The remains of Auschwitz-Birkenau in the winter of 2005 

 
The remains of Auschwitz-Birkenau in the winter of 2005 
I previously wrote on my blog about the Jews still wanting 
REVENGE,  REVENGE, REVENGE for the Holocaust: 
 https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2012/03/21/can-the-jews-
ever-get-enough-revenge-the-john-demjanjuk-story/  
That blog post was about the John Demjanjuk  case. He is now 
dead, but  there is a new whipping boy for the Jews to hate: 
Oskar Groening. 
According to a news article,  which you can read in full here, 
Oskar Groening, 93, a former Nazi known as the “bookkeeper of 
Auschwitz”, [who] goes on trial in Germany next Tuesday, is 
likely one of the last SS members after most escaped justice. 
Some 50 Auschwitz survivors will attend proceedings as co-
plaintiffs or witnesses in the trial in the northern city of 
Lueneburg near Hamburg. 

 A German newspaper man posed three questions about the trial 
to writer Christoph Heubner, vice president of the International 
Auschwitz Committee, who will be in the courtroom during the 
upcoming trial. 
Quoted below is one of the questions and Heubner’s answer: 
Q: This could be the last Nazi war crimes trial in Germany. How 
has the German judicial system dealt with bringing to justice the 
perpetrators? 
A: Miserably, it’s an ongoing scandal of postwar history. In 
Germany a total of 43 SS men have faced court, nine received 
life sentences, 25 were sent to prison, and the rest were 
acquitted. This is out of about 6,500 people from the SS 
concentration camps who were alive at the end of the war. You 
can see that only a tiny percentage ever faced prosecution. 
The perpetrators essentially returned to the society they came 
from. They disappeared back into their old neighbourhoods. For 
many years no one cared about what they had done. For the 
survivors it’s a bitter fact that there was so little interest and so 
little was done in bringing the perpetrators to justice. 
Oskar Groening is a “war  criminal” because he did not  save the 
Jews in the death camp at Auschwitz-Birkenau. 
German writer Christoph  Huebner explained it in this quote: 
[Groening]  has taken a number of steps. He is a special case. 
He has shared much of what he saw at Auschwitz as an 
eyewitness. But he hasn’t dared to take the next step, he has 
rejected admitting his complicity in running this death factory. “I 
saw it, but I did not make myself culpable,” he says. 
A small cog in a large machinery of murder also plays a role in 
the murders, and the court will confront him with this guilt. 
Whether Mr Groening will ever see a prison from the inside, 
whether his health permits incarceration, is secondary. The 
important thing is that the trial takes place. 
I have written several blog posts about the Oskar Groening  
case: 
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/tag/oskar-groening/ 

 
My 2007 photo of Auschwitz-Birkenau 

 
Hungarian Jews who were sent to Auschwitz-Birkenau to 

be gassed in 1944 
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/04/18/can-the-jews-
ever-get-enough-revenge-no-no-no-a-thousand-times-no/  

*** 

https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/09/16/oskar-groening-another-93-year-old-auschwitz-guard-will-be-charged-with-accessory-to-murder/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/09/16/oskar-groening-another-93-year-old-auschwitz-guard-will-be-charged-with-accessory-to-murder/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/09/16/oskar-groening-another-93-year-old-auschwitz-guard-will-be-charged-with-accessory-to-murder/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/09/17/oskar-groening-was-grease-in-the-machine-of-mass-extermination-at-auschwitz/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/09/17/oskar-groening-was-grease-in-the-machine-of-mass-extermination-at-auschwitz/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/09/17/oskar-groening-was-grease-in-the-machine-of-mass-extermination-at-auschwitz/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/11/17/update-on-oskar-groening-the-ss-guard-at-auschwitz-who-didt-kill-with-his-hands-but-was-part-of-that-killing-machinery/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/11/17/update-on-oskar-groening-the-ss-guard-at-auschwitz-who-didt-kill-with-his-hands-but-was-part-of-that-killing-machinery/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2014/11/17/update-on-oskar-groening-the-ss-guard-at-auschwitz-who-didt-kill-with-his-hands-but-was-part-of-that-killing-machinery/
http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/auschwitz-bookkeeper-oskar-groening-goes-trial-germany
http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/auschwitz-bookkeeper-oskar-groening-goes-trial-germany
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2012/03/21/can-the-jews-ever-get-enough-revenge-the-john-demjanjuk-story/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2012/03/21/can-the-jews-ever-get-enough-revenge-the-john-demjanjuk-story/
http://www.haveeru.com.mv/world/60182
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/tag/oskar-groening/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/04/18/can-the-jews-ever-get-enough-revenge-no-no-no-a-thousand-times-no/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/04/18/can-the-jews-ever-get-enough-revenge-no-no-no-a-thousand-times-no/
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May 6, 2015 
The most egregious lies about the Holocaust were told by 

Lt. Jack Taylor 

 
Entrance into the Mauthausen camp where Lt. Jack Taylor 
was a prisoner for a few days. The white stone object is 
the back side of a monument to the Russian general who 

was frozen to death. 
A reader of my blog made a comment in which a link  to the 
filmed court testimony given by Lt. Jack Taylor was included. I 
believe that Lt. Jack Taylor was the worst liar of all the Holohoax 
liars; his lies deserve a blog post of their own, so bear with me, 
please. 

 
Lt. Jack Taylor testified lied in court about the 
Mauthausen gas chamber 
First, a bit of background about the Mauthausen camp: 
The Mauthausen concentration camp was a Class III camp in 
Austria for “Return Unwanted” prisoners. The camp was 
liberated by American troops on May 5, 1945; it was the last of 
the Nazi camps to be liberated by American soldiers, just three 
days before World War II ended on May 8, 1945. The American 
soldiers were greeted at the gate by 37-year-old Lt. Jack H. 
Taylor, a Commando in the United States Navy, who had been 
captured after leading a sabotage mission behind enemy lines. 
In other words, he was an  illegal combatant, and that’s why he 
was arrested and sent to a prison camp. 
When the Americans arrived, Lt. Taylor had been a prisoner at 
Mauthausen for only 35 days; he had arrived in the camp on 
April 1, 1945, after being transferred from a Gestapo prison in 
Vienna because Soviet troops were 50 kilometers from the city 
and advancing rapidly. The Nazis didn’t want  him to get killed 
in the fight to take the city of Vienna. 
Lt. Cmdr. Jack Taylor gave the following testimony at the 
International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg: 
Begin quote: 
“In October ’44, I was the first Allied officer to drop onto 
Austria. I was captured December 1st, by the Gestapo, severely 
beaten, ah, even though I was in uniform, severely beaten, and, 
and, considered as a non-prisoner of war. I was taken to Vienna 
prison where I was held for four months. 
When the Russians neared Vienna, I was taken to this 
Mauthausen concentration lager [camp], an extermination 
camp, the worst in Germany, where we have been starving and, 
and beaten and killed, ah, fortunately, my turn hadn’t come. Ah, 

two American officers at least have been executed here. Here is 
the insignia of one, a U.S. naval officer, and here is his dog tag. 
Here is the army officer, executed by gas in this lager [camp]. 
Ah…there were… 
[Question: “How many ways did they execute them?”] 
Five or six ways: by gas, by shooting, by beating, that is beating 
with clubs, ah, by exposure, that is standing out in the snow, 
naked, for 48 hours and having cold water put on them, thrown 
on them in the middle of winter, starvation, dogs, and pushing 
over a hundred-foot cliff.” 
End Quote 

 
This cliff at Mauthausen was called the “parachute jump” 
Lt. Cmdr. Taylor was the first witness for the prosecution in the 
Mauthausen trial, which was brought before an American 
Military Tribunal at Dachau. By now, Taylor was an experienced 
prosecution witness and he elaborated on his Nuremberg 
testimony. 
When asked by prosecutor Lt. Col. William Denson, on direct 
examination, how many different forms of killing that he had 
come in contact with in Mauthausen, Taylor testified as follows: 
Begin quote: 
“Gassing, hanging, shooting, beating. There was one particular 
group of Dutch Jews who were beaten until they jumped over 
the cliff into the stone quarry. Some that were not killed on the 
first fall were taken back up and thrown over to be sure. Then 
there was exposure. Any new transport coming in was forced to 
stand out in the open, regardless of the time of the year, 
practically naked. Other forms of killing included clubbing to 
death with axes or hammers and so forth, tearing to pieces by 
dogs specially trained for the purpose, injections into the heart 
and veins with magnesium chloride or benzene, whippings with 
a cow-tail to tear the flesh away, mashing in a concrete mixer, 
forcing them to drink a great quantity of water and jumping on 
the stomach while the prisoner was lying on his back, freezing 
half-naked in subzero temperatures, buried alive, red-hot poker 
down the throat. I remember a very prominent Czech general 
who was held down in the shower room and had a hose forced 
down his throat. He drowned that way.” 
End Quote 
Of course, Jack Taylor had never seen anyone carried back up to 
the top of a cliff and thrown off a second time, nor had he ever 
seen anyone mashed in a concrete mixer, nor buried alive, nor 

killed with a red-hot poker shoved down their throat. These 
were stories lies that he had heard from the other prisoners. 
This kind of hearsay testimony was common in all the Dachau 
proceedings. The purpose of reiterating these stories in sworn 
testimony on the witness stand was to get these atrocities 
entered into the record, so that these alleged crimes would go 
down in history for future generations to read as the gospel 
truth. 
Lt. Cmdr. Taylor may have been confused about the nationality 
of the general. There were similar stories about a Russian 
general, Lt. Gen. Dmitry Mikhailovich Karbyshev, who was either 
drowned in the shower or forced to stand outside in freezing 
weather while water was poured over him on some unknown 
date in February 1945. A statue of Karbyshev encased in a block 
of ice stands near the gate into the Mauthausen camp. (see the 
photo at the  top of this page) 
Lt. Condr. Taylor testified during the trial that he had been 
scheduled to die in the Mauthausen gas chamber on May 6, 

http://www.criticalpast.com/video/65675060581_Mauthausen-Concentration-Camp_Lieutenant-Jack-Taylor_capture-and-imprisonment_conditions
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1945, but he was miraculously saved when American troops 
arrived the day before his planned execution. 

 
Crematorium at Mauthausen was under the green 

building 
In his debriefing statement, Lt. Condr. Jack Taylor told Dr. 
Stransky Milos, the Czech prisoner who wrote the statement, 
the following: 
“After the Americans had liberated us, I discovered that I should 
have been executed on 28 April 1945, along with 27 other 
prisoners from Block 13. A friendly Czech, Mylos [Milos], who 
worked in the political department had, unknown to me, 
removed my paper and destroyed it so that I was not included 
with the 27.” 
According to an addendum to the debriefing statement, written 
by Dr. Stransky Milos, an order was given to execute 27 
prisoners who had been sent to Mauthausen on January 4, 1945 
[1.4.45]. Lt. Jack Taylor, who had arrived on April 1, 1945, was 
included in this order. 
Dr. Milos wrote the following in his addendum to the debriefing 
statement: 
“Execution ordered by Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und 
des Sicherheitsdiestes in Wien based on martial law for 27 
police-prisoners, many of the transport from 1.4.1945 [January 
4, 1945] took place on 28.4.1945 at Mauthausen afternoon. The 
execution of the Captain Taylor has not been carried out, 
because 3 days before I burnt his documents.” 

 
Lt. Jack Taylor poses at Mauthausen on the day the camp 

was liberated 
Keep in mind that the Germans were building Messerschmitt 
ME262 jet airplanes at Mauthausen and V-2 rockets at a sub-
camp of Buchenwald, but they were allegedly too stupid to 

notice that the only copy of an execution order had been burned 
by an inmate. 
When Jack Taylor arrived at Mauthausen, there was a typhus 
epidemic in progress and 300 prisoners were dying each day, 
but according to Taylor’s court testimony, 367 prisoners had 
been marched from Czechoslovakia to Mauthausen during the 
epidemic, and instead of being taken to the Quarantine camp 
which was directly across the street from the crematorium, they 
were immediately taken into the crematorium to be killed and 

then burned in the a new oven that Taylor had been working on 
to build. 
The photo above shows the smoke stack for the underground 
crematorium at Mauthausen. The street in the foreground is the 
main camp road. On the left in the photo is the gate into the 
Quarantine camp where incoming prisoners were held for two 
weeks in order to prevent the spread of disease. The stairs 
down to the crematorium are next to the green building, and 
directly across from the Quarantine camp. 
The location of the Quarantine camp now has memorials to the 
prisoners that were killed in the alleged gas chamber. There is 
no mention that the prisoners were  put into quarantine in an 
attempt to save lives. 
To  sum up, of all the Holohoax liers that you will ever  meet, 
and all those  that you won’t meet, Lt. Jack Taylor was the 
worst. 
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/05/06/the-most-
egregious-lies-about-the-holocaust-were-told-by-lt-jack-taylor/  

*** 
May 8, 2015 

“Train 1000 to Auschwitz” on the 8th of May 2015 
You can read about the Train 1000 in today’s news at  
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/newsroom/content/20
150507STO53210/html/Schulz-in-Auschwitz-We-have-come-
together-here-to-keep-the-memory-alive  
1000 young people were brought on a train to Auschwitz to hear 
a group of old men speak today at the site of the International 
Monument at Auschwitz-Birkenau. These young people are 
being urged to “keep the memory of  Auschwitz alive.” 
The photo below was shown at the top of the news article: 

 
In the photo above, you can see part of the International 
Monument on the right hand side. 
You can see the same view of the monument in my 2005 
photo below. 

 
International Monument with the ruins of one of the 
Auschwitz-Birkeanau gas chambers in the background 

https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/05/06/the-most-egregious-lies-about-the-holocaust-were-told-by-lt-jack-taylor/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/05/06/the-most-egregious-lies-about-the-holocaust-were-told-by-lt-jack-taylor/
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/newsroom/content/20150507STO53210/html/Schulz-in-Auschwitz-We-have-come-together-here-to-keep-the-memory-alive
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/newsroom/content/20150507STO53210/html/Schulz-in-Auschwitz-We-have-come-together-here-to-keep-the-memory-alive
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/newsroom/content/20150507STO53210/html/Schulz-in-Auschwitz-We-have-come-together-here-to-keep-the-memory-alive
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What this news article doesn’t tell you is that the International 
Monument was built on top of a road that led to the Sauna  
where incoming prisoners went sent, to take a shower, 
immediately after getting off the train. 

 
This road led to the Sauna where incoming prisoners took 

a shower after getting off an incoming train 
The monument is between the ruins of two of the largest gas 
chambers at Auschwitz-Birkeanu. The location  of the 
monument  prevents tourists from knowing that there was a 
road which led to the  Sauna. 
Some of the prisoners, who got off the train, were given  a 
shower in the Sauna while their clothing  was disinfected, and 
they were then given uniforms fresh out of the disinfection 
chambers.  This was done to save lives; that’s why there are so 
many Auschwitz survivors still alive today. 
The incoming prisoners, who had been selected for work, 
immediately after getting off the train, were sent to one of the 
three disinfection buildings that were close to the train tracks. 
They were given a shower and then given clean  uniforms that 
had just been disinfected. 

 
Blue stains, from Zyklon-B, on the door into a disinfection 

chamber 
When I visited Auschwitz-Birkenau in 2005, the disinfection 
buildings were off limits. I presume that today’s 1000 students  
were not allowed to see these buildings. 
It is up to the younger generation to keep the Holocaust story 
alive. God forbid they should learn what really happened. 
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/05/08/train-1000-to-
auschwitz-on-the-8th-of-may-2015/  

*** 
May 10, 2015 

Margaret Bourke-White’s famous photo of 
Buchenwald prisoners 

 
Famous photo of Buchenwald survivors taken by 

Margaret Bourke-White 
A recent news article, which you can read in full here, included 
the photo shown above with a credit given to Time and Life 
Pictures/Getty Image. This photo was taken by the well known 
photographer Margaret Bourke-White, who was famous for 
posing her pictures, and passing them off as candid photos. 
The description of this photo, in the news article is this: 
“Emaciated male prisoners, victims of Nazi genocide, staring 
through barbed wire fence at their liberators after American 
forces overran the Buchenwald concentration camp” 
The men in the photo are far from being “victims of Nazi 
genocide.” If they had been genocided, they would have been 
dead at the time that the prisoners liberated themselves before 
the American soldiers  arrived. 
The photo above, taken by Margaret Burke-White, on April 15, 
1945, after the liberation of Buchenwald, shows a group 
of unsmiling male inmates, who were privileged Communist 
political prisoners, lined up in front of a barbed wire fence in the 
camp. 
In the center of the photo is a dapper-looking gentleman with a 
neatly trimmed moustache and short beard; he is wearing 
freshly-laundered striped prison pants, and what looks like a 
new wool overcoat. 
His expression is one of disdain, as though he can’t wait for the 
picture taking to end, and the cigarettes and chocolate bars to 
be handed out. The rest of the prisoners in the picture, all of 
them clean shaven, including one elderly gentleman leaning on 
a cane, are looking at the camera as though they are puzzled by 
the sight of this self-assured American woman, dressed in full 
Army regalia, who is standing behind a camera set upon a 
tripod, and holding a flash fill-light attached to the camera. 
Margaret Bourke-White, America’s most famous photographer, 
had been traveling with the Third Army and had accompanied 

the American soldiers when they crossed the Rhine. She had 
arrived at Buchenwald on April 15, 1945, along with General 
George S. Patton. This was four days after the prisoners had 
liberated themselves on April 11, 1945. 

 
Margaret Bourke-White, famous Life photographer 

http://www.scrapbookpages.com/AuschwitzScrapbook/Tour/Birkenau/CentralSauna.html
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/05/08/train-1000-to-auschwitz-on-the-8th-of-may-2015/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/05/08/train-1000-to-auschwitz-on-the-8th-of-may-2015/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3045115/Nazi-invasion-London-EXPOSED-World-s-Holocaust-deniers-filmed-secret-race-hate-Jews-referred-enemy.html
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Margaret Bourke-White using a light meter to get the 

right exposure for a photo of the dead prisoners at 
Buchenwald 

https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/05/10/margaret-
bourke-whites-famous-photo-of-buchenwald-prisoners/  

*** 
May 12, 2015 

Oskar Groening wants to bear witness to refute 
Holocaust deniers 

 
Oskar Groening in court (Julian Stratenschulte/AFP) 

Is this the face of a depraved killer? 
Former German soldier Oskar Groening is back in court today, 
after a short stay in a hospital, which interrupted his trial. 
In the latest news report about his case, which you can read in 
full here,  Groener explained why he has gone over to the other 
side and now wants to refute Holocaust denial, which is against 
the law in Germany. 
This quote is from the news article: 
Begin  quote 
Mr Groening, who after his stint at the death camp was captured 
by Allied forces and spent time in a prisoner of war camp in 
Britain, described in a matter of fact tone some of the murders 
he witnessed at Auschwitz. 

On his first day on the ramp where Jewish prisoners exited the 
trains, he saw an SS colleague grab a crying baby and slam its 
head against a truck until it was quiet. 
He also told of an incident when he saw naked Jews herded into 
a farm house near the camp. A soldier then locked them in, 
donned a gas mask, and poured the contents of a can down a 
hatch. 
“The screams became louder and more desperate but after a 
short time they became quieter again,” Mr Groening said. 
End quote 
Does anyone besides me see something suspicious about these 
stories told by Groening in the courtroom? 
I recognize these stories as claims that have been told many 
times by former inmates at Auschwitz-Birenau. Slamming the 
heads of babies against a train or a truck is the Number One 
atrocity story told by the former prisoners. The “screams” of the 

prisoners as they were being gassed is the second most 
common story told by survivors. 
According to the news article: “Mr Groening admitted to being 
an enthusiastic Nazi and to working as an SS guard at 
Auschwitz between May and June 1944, when more than 
400,000 Jews from Hungary were brought there and at least 
300,000 killed almost immediately in gas chambers.” 
How is it Groening’s fault that 300,000 Hungarian Jews were 
killed in only 10 weeks time?  How was he supposed to stop the 
gassing of the Hungarian Jews? 
If Groening is responsible for the gassing of the Hungarian Jews, 
he is also responsible for saving the Hungarian Jews, who are 
now in the courtroom testifying against him. 
This quote is from the news article: 
Begin quote 
Eva Kor, one of the co-plaintiffs, told The Telegraph she lost her 
parents and her two older sisters when the entire family was 
taken by the Nazis from Hungary and sent to Auschwitz. 
“I can’t bring anybody back,” she said just before the trial 
began. “But I want information on how the system worked. How 
they decided on selecting who went to the gas chambers, and I 
want to see files on the medical experiments that were carried 
out on me and my twin sister by (Josef) Mengele,” said the 81-
year-old, who now lives in the US. 
End quote 
The news article also mentions Susan Pollack [Zsuzsanna Blau 
from Felsogod, Hungary], who was sent to Auschwitz-Birkenau 
at the age of 14.  Susan lost 50 members of her family, and she 
was the only member of her family to survive the Holocaust. 
She was moved from Auschwitz to Bergen-Belsen where she 
was liberated after the camp was voluntarily turned over to the 
British. 
Allegedly, everyone under the age of 15 was gassed at 
Auschwitz, but not Susan Pollack. Dr. Josef Mengele, who was 
one of the 30 SS men who selected the prisoners to be gassed, 
allowed her to live because he knew that some day old men, 
who had nothing to do with the selection of prisoners to be 
gassed, would be put on trial as war criminals and witnesses 
would be needed to testify 70 years later. 

 
Oskar Groening hobbles into court with the help of two 

men 
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/05/12/oskargroening-
wants-to-bear-withness-to-refute-holocaust-deniers/  

https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/05/10/margaret-bourke-whites-famous-photo-of-buchenwald-prisoners/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/05/10/margaret-bourke-whites-famous-photo-of-buchenwald-prisoners/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/history/world-war-two/11553375/British-Holocaust-survivors-to-give-evidence-at-Bookkeeper-of-Auschwitz-trial.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/history/world-war-two/11550706/Oskar-Groening-QandA-Auschwitz-expert-calls-delayed-justice-a-disaster.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/history/world-war-two/11550706/Oskar-Groening-QandA-Auschwitz-expert-calls-delayed-justice-a-disaster.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/history/world-war-two/11550706/Oskar-Groening-QandA-Auschwitz-expert-calls-delayed-justice-a-disaster.html
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/05/12/oskargroening-wants-to-bear-withness-to-refute-holocaust-deniers/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/05/12/oskargroening-wants-to-bear-withness-to-refute-holocaust-deniers/
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Shulamit Aloni, former Israeli minister, admits that the 
Holocaust and the "antisemite" accusation are used to 
manipulate those who criticize Zionists – "We always use 
the anti-Semitism trick or bring up the Holocaust" 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uW3a1bw5XlE 

*** 
May 17, 2015 

Freedom of speech in North America — going, 
going, gone! 

 
The gas chamber in the Auschwitz main camp 

Is the room shown in the photo above a “gas chamber” or a 
crematorium? You had better believe that it is a gas chamber, if 
you don’t want to go to prison for 5 years.  There will soon be 
laws against Holocaust denial in North America. 
In a recent news article, which you can read in full here, I 
learned that a football player in Canada was fined for tweeting 
about a You Tube video that was put up on March 18, 2015. The 
video contains factual information, which constitutes “Holocaust 
denial.” 
This quote is from the news article: 
Begin quote 
A CFL player was fined and apologized on Friday for making 
inappropriate tweets. 
Montreal Alouettes defensive lineman Khalif Mitchell took to 
Twitter and made inappropriate statements, including linking to 
a Holocaust denial video.  
Mitchell, a defensive tackle who previously spent two years on 
the San Francisco 49ers’ practice squad, posted a link to a video 
titled “The greatest lie ever told — The Holocaust” on May 8. 
The CFL Playes’ Association and B’nai Brith Canada, a Jewish 
human-rights organization, were both part of the apology. 
“I wholeheartedly apologize to all those who I know I let down 
by posting those videos, especially those who look up to me as a 
professional athlete,” Mitchell said. “I fell into a trap by watching 
that video and I hope others can learn from my very public 
mistake. 
[…] 
Mitchell was fined undisclosed amounts by the CFL and the 
Alouettes for violating the league’s social media policy. The 
league fine will be donated to a charity of the player’s choice. 
End Quote 
It is my personal opinion that a Holocaust denial law will soon 
be passed in America.  I blogged about this at  

https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2013/03/29/when-a-
holocaust-denial-law-is-eventually-passed-in-america-what-will-
us-citizens-be-required-to-believe/ 
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/05/17/freedom-of-
speech-in-north-america-going-going-gone/  
European Parliament VP: There is no Europe without Jews 
As emigration to Israel surges in wake of anti-Semitic 
attacks, Antonio Tajani tells Jewish community that 
Europe needs Jews and education must be overhauled to 
teach young people about religious freedom. 
Tali Farkash, Published: 05.17.15,09:37/ 
European Parliament Vice President Antonio Tajani has called on 
Jews to remain in Europe, following a surge in immigration to 
Israel in the wake of anti-Semitic violence. 
Speaking last week at a meeting of the Conference of European 
Rabbis in Toulouse, Tajani said that "Europe has Jewish roots, 
and the Jews are a substantial part of the history of the 
continent." He added that Judaism and Christianity were both 
part of his heritage as a European. "We need Jews in Europe," 
he said. "Europe is also your heritage. 

 
Soldier guarding synagogue in Belgium after anti-terror 

raid in January. Photo: Reuters 
"No Jew should feel compelled to leave Europe. It is our duty to 
allow Jews to stay here, using all of the tools at our disposal. 
The Jews of Europe are part of the family of nations that led to 
our continent's prosperity. There is no Europe without Jews. 
'Fighting extremism'   
The vice president, who visited two Jewish schools in France, 
said education is an essential component of maintaining a free, 
democratic Europe. 
 "I told them that the institution they study in has a central part 
in protecting our values," he said. "Our goal is to develop a 
society in which everyone can live freely and securely. Schools 
should fight against all extremism, and I will do everything in 
my power so that schools educate people to live according to 
democratic principles." 
He emphasized that Europe is not only an economic partnership, 
but has a responsibility to develop a society based on 
brotherhood and unity. 
"Education is imperative," said Tajani. "If we want to change 
Europe, we have to change education – and this is critical. The 
young people I met at the Jewish schools said the solution is 
dialogue between people and religions, and it's important that 
this begin in school. 
"It's a dream," he said, "but without a dream – there is no 
chance of defeating anti-Semitism. If we are all share a common 
dream, we can build a new future for you. We all share this 
tradition. We want you in Europe." 
Tajani emphasized that "Islam is not terror. I have nothing 
against Palestinians, but I have everything against terrorism." 
He noted that alongside educating Europe's youth on democracy 
and religious freedom, international intelligence services should 
unite to monitor what he called "the global network of terrorists, 
who are in Europe today and in Syria tomorrow." He added that 
the European Union works to combat anti-Semitism on online 
social networks as well. 
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4656908,00.html  

*** 
The Myth of the Suicide Bomber 

Published on Sunday, 01 March 2009 10:44 | Written by 
By "impatient" 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uW3a1bw5XlE
http://www.foxsports.com/other/story/cfl-montreal-alouettes-khalif-mitchell-fined-for-tweets-that-holocaust-didn-t-happen-051615
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mmrHBT5h-BA
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2013/03/29/when-a-holocaust-denial-law-is-eventually-passed-in-america-what-will-us-citizens-be-required-to-believe/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2013/03/29/when-a-holocaust-denial-law-is-eventually-passed-in-america-what-will-us-citizens-be-required-to-believe/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2013/03/29/when-a-holocaust-denial-law-is-eventually-passed-in-america-what-will-us-citizens-be-required-to-believe/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/05/17/freedom-of-speech-in-north-america-going-going-gone/
https://furtherglory.wordpress.com/2015/05/17/freedom-of-speech-in-north-america-going-going-gone/
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4656908,00.html
http://www.ascertainthetruth.com/att/index.php/al-islam/al-islam-and-suicide/95-the-myth-of-the-suicide-bomber
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Why "Suicide Bombing" Must be a Myth and What 
Purposes it Really Serves 

 
After reading The Logic of Suicide Terrorism--It’s the 
Occupation, Not the Fundamentalism by Robert Pape, the main 
idea that we come away with is that suicide bombers are real, 
very real indeed. Though we were promised a revelation of the 
logic, these questions remain: 
If the purpose of a suicide-terrorist attack is not to die, but to kil 
l and to inflict the maximum number of casualties on the target 
society, why do they die? 
If the purpose of the suicide bomber is to end the occupation of 
his country, why is the suicide tactic not as old as war and 
territorial occupation itself? 
If the purpose of the suicide bomber is to end the occupation of 
his country and to inflict the maximum number of casualties on 
the target society why are the targets so disparate and 
scattered, without a clear relatio 
n to the occupation? 
Why are suicide bombings publicized before any proof is brought 
by investigation? 
For me these questions underline the illogical nature of suicide 
bombings. I believe to find logic you have to see the suicide 
bomber as a fabrication of the Zionists for their own purposes: 
*To demonize Islam 

*To make Muslims look stupid, fanatical, and murderous. 
*To create worldwide terrorism that they can claim has 
nothing to do with Israel, but everything to do with 
Islam. 
*To attack those who think themselves to be allies, but 
are not, e.g. America, Spain, Britain. 
*To shift the blame for any bombing Zionists perpetrate 
onto the Muslims, simply by calling it a suicide bombing. 
*To control public opinion in favor of Israel as the most 
grieved victim of terrorism. 
*To justify apartheid in Israel. 
*To justify war in the Middle East with the spoils of war 
accruing to themselves, while the costs are borne by their 
“allies”. 
So it's not the fundamentalism, it's not the occupation, it's not 
suicide, it's not a guerrilla tactic, it's the timeless strategy of the 
Jews working to advantage themselves on their journey toward 
dominion. 

Israel Uses the Myth as a Cover to Attack "Allies" 
[Israel uses the suicide bomber myth as a cover] to attack those 
who think themselves to be allies, but are not, e.g. America, 
Spain, Britain. 
In 1983 Israel invaded and occupied Lebanon. The US and 
France had peacekeeping forces in place near the Beirut airport. 
The US had a naval presence off the coast. Early one Sunday 
morning, simultaneously, both the French and American Marine 
barracks were bombed. The story was that a truck had come at 
high speed through a gate and exploded, killing hundreds of 
Marines. As the two bombings were simultaneous one wonders 
why so little is said about the French barracks especially if we 
are to think there were simultaneous “truck bombs”; it would 
have been a neat trick. 
Suicide was not mentioned in the original reports, in 1983, but 
in the twentieth anniversary reports the bombing of the US 
Marine barracks was said to have been done by a “suicide 

bomber”, and elsewhere the words “terrorist suicide bombing” 
were used. So by 2003 a simple bombing had become a suicide 
bombing. I think that change is significant. 
Using Professor Pape’s logic of suicide terrorism applied to the 
situation in Lebanon we should wonder why the occupying 
Israeli force was not targeted rather than the French and 
Americans who were on the periphery as peacekeepers. Just 
because a target is handy does not make it strategically 
worthwhile.  

 
If the planning was so tight that simultaneous truck 

bombs could hit these two marginal targets, why not use 
that expertise and tonnage to hit the one perfect target? 

The Israelis had prior knowledge of a truck being outfitted to 
carry a very large bomb but did not warn the Americans.(déjà 
vu) This was reported by Mossad operative, Victor Ostrovsky in 

his book By Way of Deception. The odd thing about this story is 
not that the Israelis neglected to warn the Americans, but that 
they could even imagine that the Americans would be the target 
rather than themselves. Why would they think that? The Israelis 
use the deception of admitting some knowledge as a way of 
deflecting suspicion away from themselves as perpetrators. In 
this case the admission of prior knowledge reveals more than 
disregard, it reveals an inconsistency that makes me believe 
they were the bombers. 
Israel's Suicide Bomber Myth is an Organic Process With 
Three Components: Reality, Fantasy and Purpose 
[KingKangaroo:] If Israel did invent the suicide bomb, why did 
they wait so long to use the tactic at home? 
The invention of a myth does not happen in a meeting of the 
Knesset, nor does it come out of the imagination of one person 
or a think tank. It is an organic process that is a mix of reality, 
fantasy, and purpose. 
A good example of this organic process is the example I gave 
earlier of the bombings in 1983 of the US and French military 
barracks at the Beirut airport. I believe it was Israel that carried 
out the attacks. The Israelis did not want the US and France to 
inter-meddle in Israel’s attack on the Palestinians who had fled 
to Lebanon. The US and France were their allies, so an attack 
could not be seen to come from the Israelis. The bombing was 
done under the pretense that two truck bombs were detonated 
simultaneously as they ran into the barracks. Of course the 
trucks, if there were any, were demolished, and the drivers, if 
there were any, were blown up. The story of who did the 
bombing was in the hands of the Israelis who fabricated the 
whole thing to cover themselves. 
So the Israelis had the purpose to make their meddlesome allies 
leave. The reality was the bombing, and the fantasy was the 
fabrication that hid the truth. Today this would be called a 
“suicide bombing” in 1983 it was not. You can see that it is only 
the characterization that has changed, not the action. 
I do not know the event that marks the beginning of the suicide 
bomber myth. Bombings can be made suicidal retroactively, 
making it even more difficult to pinpoint its beginnings. One 
thing I can say with confidence is that it was not an actual 
suicide that prompted the new formula, but almost 
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serendipitously the Israelis found the suicide twist to their 
terrorism myth to be very useful.. 
The primary use of the suicide bomber myth is to demonize the 
Palestinians. Israel had fought three successful wars against the 
inhabitants of Palestine in 1948, 1967, and 1973. The 
Palestinians had been disarmed, dispossessed, and forced into 
refugee camps in Gaza, Jordan, and the West Bank. After 1973 
what the Israelis had on their hands was akin to Indian 
Reservations in the US, but with millions of people in the small 
territory. This did not satisfy the Israelis who wanted the whole 
lot to move into neighboring countries leaving Israel to the 
Israelis. 
The injustice and inequality of this situation was too obvious for 
the Israelis to pursue their goals without condemnation by the 
world. It was pathetic to listen to Israelis whine about being 
threatened by the awful Palestinians who wanted to “push Jews 
into the sea”. It was necessary to make these rag-tag 
Palestinians look menacing, dangerous, and fanatical to justify 
Israel’s continued expansion and relentless punishment of these 
defeated people. 
Blaming the Palestinians for terrorist actions, like the murder of 
the Israeli Olympic athletes at Munich, was Israel’s original ploy, 
but ambitious actions like that were costly and difficult. 
Gradually the elaborate terrorism of Abu Nidal gave way to the 
modest but equally effective suicide bomber. The purpose of 
making the Palestinians look wantonly murderous, unpredictable 
and fanatical is realized by this myth, justifying all manner of 
retribution and Israel’s continued expansion. This organic 
process goes on. As we speak, the myth of the Palestinian 
suicide bomber is taking on its new form in London; as it has in 
Madrid, Kenya, Tanzania, New York and other farflung places -
wherever the Jews find it useful. 

The Fairy Tale Blocks Serious Questions 
The moment people stop believing in the suicide bomber fairy 
tale, the sooner they'll start to ask some serious questions. 
Remember how we all used to believe the holocaust tales? There 
are all those pictures, all that testimony, all those books written, 
all those memorials built. It is in textbooks and encyclopedias. It 
is taught in school. 
Can't we handle the possibility that the "Islamic fundamentalist, 
suicide bomber" may also be a lie? We should look at everything 
with the same skepticism we developed in dealing with the 

holocaust myth, especially those things that come from the 
same source. 

Israel is Attacking Muslims AND the West--The Two 
Should be Allies Against Israel 

It is the modus operandi of the Jews to stand aside while their 
enemies fight one another. It is well known that the Jews 
consider Muslims their enemy, but most white people in the 
world do not see themselves as the enemy of the Jews, when in 
fact they are. Why are we in Iraq? Is that really our battle? 
A comparison can be made of WW I and II in which Europe was 
invited to self-destruct. Where were the Jews in those fights that 
benefited them beyond all others? Why is it that the Jewish 
banking interests fund both sides of a conflict? They come out of 
these terrible wars richer and more powerful while the power of 
the white world was diminished. 
After the Russian Revolution and WW I, Jewish/Communism was 
triumphant and ready to conquer Europe. All of Europe had been 
weakened by WW I. The threat of Communism called for an 
alliance of Europe against the onslaught. It was not to be 
because Jewish influence on Churchill and Roosevelt made 
impossible the only sensible alliance of all Europe against Stalin. 
Now the white world is being told that our enemy is Islam. 
Watch out. 

Treason and the Myth 
[Mariner:] Since the U.S. Intel people know this - IF the Israelis 
masterminded the bombing of the Marine Barracks - they know 
it and are engaged in Treason by not making it known. 
A fine example of such treason is the case of the USS Liberty. 
Knowledge went beyond Intelligence all the way to LBJ who 
gave the order for the rescuers to turn back. 
The Intifada is Real and Justified, Not to Confuse with the 
Suicide Bomber Fable 

Of course the Palestinian resistance is real and thoroughly 
justified. It is the fabricated "suicide bomber" that I seek to 
discredit. The myth is used to make the Palestinians and 
Muslims look stupid and effete. It is also the method by which 
they are set up as patsies for every act of terrorism Israel 
chooses. The forty foot high security wall replete with guard 
towers was justified by the myth of the “suicide bomber”. Don’t 
confuse this cheap fable with the true courage of real people. 
It is Very Hard and Rare to Overcome Survival Instinct 
and Commit Suicide 
[MrSpock:] The suicide bomber as a fabrication of the Zionists? 
How? Who dies? 
Muslims, and sacrificial others. Part of what makes the "suicide 
bomber" preposterous is that no important Jewish target has 
ever been hit. 
Suicide is absolutely unnatural; it is an aberration in creatures 
whose instinct is to survive. It is not easy to override that 
instinct. It is so contrary to instinct that stories of suicide for a 
cause are few and always make us marvel: the samurai who 
falls on his sword as penance for a loss in battle, the kamikaze 
pilot who knows he goes to certain death, the Roman who 
prefers death by his own hand to the humiliation of being killed 
by his enemies. There have been Christian and Buddhist martyrs 
who use suicide as a demonstration of belief and/or protest. All 
these are distinct from the unwilling martyrdom of dying in 
conflict. 
The fact that suicide for a cause is so exceptional in our history 
is one thing that makes me question the burgeoning 
phenomenon of the “Muslim suicide bomber”. The Japanese 
Kamikaze pilot is understandable as a cultural phenomenon with 
roots in the concept of the samurai, but again, this is so 
exceptional that we look in awe on those whose sense of duty is 
so strong. Can we find a similar antecedent for this peculiar type 
of martyrdom among Muslims in these last fourteen centuries, 
keeping in mind the difference between dying in battle and an 
intentional suicide? I don't think so. 
Are there any other instances of intentional martyrdom in all our 
history that have been met with such cruel derision and 
mockery as the “Muslim suicide bomber” of our time? Doesn’t 
such a reaction by itself make this case extraordinary? 
That suicide for a cause is anti-instinctual, exceedingly rare, and 
when found, traceable to its cultural antecedents, makes me 

very skeptical that hundreds, perhaps thousands, of such cases 
would spring forth quite suddenly in a people, no matter what 
the provocation. 

 
Professor Pape tries to avoid the question of religion in his 
article because he wants us to think that the occupation of 
territory in the Middle East is sufficient to cause this 
phenomenon. It cannot be. And Gabor would like to make the 
case for Islam as the sufficient cause of suicide bombing, and 
that cannot be either, for many of those purported to be 
suicides are not religious. 
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As for the Palestinian family whose son or daughter is said to 
have been a suicide bomber, are they not very much like 
families everywhere whose children die in battle? They 
desperately want to see that the death meant something, had 
some good in it. That is not hard to understand. Also familiar to 
all are the leaders who praise the dead, speaking of their 
heroism. It keeps up morale. 
Neither of us has access to evidence for or against suicide 
bombings and cannot hope to prove anything one way or the 
other. What I have tried to do is look at it historically, 
psychologically, and rationally. I stand by my assertion that the 
“Muslim suicide bomber” is a myth. As you said about the 
Muslims, “They don't deny the suicide bombers, they are trying 
to explain it.” I am trying to explain it too, it needs a lot of 
explaining. 

The Vulgar 72 Virgin Myth [Has No Basis in Islam] 
[Judson:]...[the parents] desperately want to see that the death 
meant something, had some good in it. That is not hard to 
understand 
How many times have you heard an American bring up the idea 
that suicide bombers are motivated by the thought of 72 virgins 
waiting for them in heaven? What audacious and gratuitous 
cruelty, how heartless, how vulgar. Is that what they would like 
to say to the parents of a son or daughter who has been killed in 
the struggle against the Zionists? And how much more horrible 
is it to think that they were not suicides but homicides? 
Americans should keep their smutty fantasies to themselves. 

The Suicide Bomber Never Really Hurts the Enemy 
[grizzle:] No important Jewish target has ever been hit. Kind of 
like the IRA isn't gunning for the queen and family. 
Not quite. Take the example that is in this morning’s news: 
A suicide bomber blew himself up among a group of teens near 
a shopping mall in the seaside city of Netanya on Tuesday, 
killing himself and two others in the second such attack since a 
truce was declared five months ago. ...The blast went off shortly 
before 7 p.m. near the Sharon Mall in Netanya. Police said a 
preliminary investigation indicated the bomber blew himself up 
among a group of teenagers crossing a busy intersection. 
Unidentified teenagers crossing a street is not an important 
Jewish target. But this is typical for bombings in Israel. The 
victims are often not even Israelis, let alone important Israelis. 
Reports of victims and damage are deliberately vague, merely 

giving an impression, not facts or pictures. Asian and South 
American workers, other Palestinians, and what seems to be a 
favorite target - Russian immigrants are the usual victims. 
After thinking carefully about suicide as a tactic and putting 
yourself in the place of a person contemplating this ultimate 
sacrifice – how would you choose a target to make your death 
worthwhile - useful to force an end to the occupation of your 
country? Would you blow yourself up in a shopping mall toy 
store, the entrance to a super market, a bus stop, near a 
hitchhiking post, in a restaurant frequented by foreigners, 
outside a shopping mall? It may not be possible to get through 
the security to hit the Knesset while in session, but surely you 
could come up with something better than a mall toy store. 
The pathetic nature of the targets reinforces the idea that 
Muslims are stupid. But for me it reinforces the doubt that 
Muslims are suicide bombers. 

The Suicide Hijacker--Similar Myth 
[grizzle:] Palestinian vs Israeli is not 9/11 or 7/7. I doubt 
Muslims were involved in the latter two, unless they were the 
non-religious CIA shill type. 
I do not believe that Muslims were involved in 9/11, but wasn't 
the notion of the suicide bomber the direct antecedent of the 
suicide hijacker? I believe there were no hijackers involved in 
9/11. But for all those who buy the hijacker scenario the 
preparation they have been given to believe that Muslims have 
no qualms about suicide leads directly to the conclusion that 
Muslims must be the culprits. 
Palestinian vs. Israeli is not 9/11, 7/7, 3/11, USS Cole, Nairobi, 
Kenya and Tanzania embassy bombings, the shoe bomber, 
Beslan school, suicide bombings in Iraq, etc. If they are not 
Palestinian vs. Israeli, perhaps the Israeli part of the equation is 
what should be examined. The Israelis invented and perpetuate 

this myth, complete with the bombed-out bus tour of Europe 
and the US. It is not hard for them to come up with these tales, 
just think for a moment about the absolutely Byzantine 
concoctions provided by very ordinary Jews as they manufacture 
their holocaust tales. 
Muslims Did Not Use Suicide as a Method in Previous 
Wars 
[MrSpock:] So the person believes that he won't really die, only 
go "to another place". Isn't that what all religion is all about? Of 
course it is. Muslims just happened to "activate" this belief in a 
larger than average percentage. 

 
Islam has been around for 1400 years. Is suicide a 
religio-cultural tradition? Looking only at history in the 
last 150 years can you point to suicide as a method of 
fighting the enemy?  
The French experience with Muslim terrorists in Algeria had its 
bombers, but no suicide bombers. The English experience in 
fighting the Arabs in 1918 in Iraq was fierce, but no suicide 
bombers. Israel has been fighting the Palestinians since 1948, 
where are the Muslim suicide bombers in those years between 
1948 and 1985? If it were a religious predilection it would not 
have made a sudden appearance in Israel within the last twenty 
years. Islam is a worldwide religion, fighting battles in places far 
from the Palestinian conflict – before 1985 where were the 
Muslim suicide bombers outside of Israel? 
In addition, it is the case that many of the so-called suicide 
terrorists are not religious. How can a religion induce a person 
to commit suicide with the promise of honor in heaven if that 
person is not a believer? 
You agreed with my statement “Suicide is absolutely unnatural; 
it is an aberration in creatures whose instinct is to survive. It is 
not easy to override that instinct.. But just to add another 
dimension to our survival instinct, think of what you know about 
mothers. Is it not the case that protection of her young is 

primary? It is not difficult for us to imagine a mother who 
sacrifices herself for her child, we can understand that. But can 
we imagine a mother of two small children ready to commit 
suicide for a cause? A mother would not have the inducement of 
“72 virgins waiting on the other side” as Muslim haters 
mockingly cite. 
Getting involved in a case by case dispute over hundreds, 
possibly thousands of these reports is not possible for us. I am 
just not willing to accept at face value the reports of suicide 
bombers coming out of the Middle East for all the reasons I have 
discussed. I do not have to present an alternative explanation 
for every death that has been attributed to a suicide bomber to 
cast doubt on the stories. It would be akin to disputing the six 
million figure for the holocaust by examining each of the six 
million. The story can be undercut in other ways. I have tried to 
do that. 

Embarrassing Reality Check 
Robert Pape 

Ph.D., Chicago, 1988 
Major Areas of Interest: 
Selected Publications: 

- The Strategic Logic of Suicide Terrorism" in APSR (2003);  
- Bombing to Win: Air Power and Coercion in War;  
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- "Explaining Costly International Moral Action: Britain's Sixty-
Year Campaign against the Atlantic Slave Trade" (with Chaim 
Kaufmann) in International Organization (1999). 
Robert A. Pape is Associate Professor of Political Science at the 
University of Chicago specializing in international security 
affairs. His publications include Bombing to Win: Air Power and 
Coercion in War (Cornell 1996), "Why Economic Sanctions Do 
Not Work," International Security (1997), "The Determinants of 
International Moral Action," International Organization (1999). 
His commentary on international security policy has appeared in 
The New York Times, New Republic, Boston Globe, Los Angeles 
Times, and Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, as well as on Nightline, 
ABC News with Peter Jennings, and National Public Radio. Before 
coming to Chicago in 1999, he taught international relations at 
Dartmouth College for five years and air power strategy for the 
USAF's School of Advanced Air power Studies for three years. 
He received his Ph. D. from the University of Chicago in 1988 
and graduated summa cum laude and Phi Betta Kappa from the 
University of Pittsburgh in 1982. His current work focuses on the 
effect of technological change on conflict and cooperation among 
major powers and the theory and practice of suicide terrorism. 
Impatient says: When suicide terrorism is exposed as a hoax 
won't all these accolades be a little embarrassing? I mean, really 
- The Theory and Practice of Suicide Terrorism? I''m afraid it is 
worse than being an expert in Gender Issues and is right up 
there with Holocaust Studies. Passé doesn't quite describe how 
it will look when the truth is known. 

Epilogue by Cyte 
The Koran states that the punishment for murder is execution 
unless the survivors waive it. The punishment for suicide is 
eternal Hell and there is no way out. 
I once met a suicide-promoting cleric in an Arab country and 
listened to him for a while. He was not an Arab, but he wanted 
to look like one. He spoke like one. He coordinated with local 
intelligence and the Mossad. And nobody touched him. He talked 
to young men about suicide. He was a suicide talk trainer. The 
boys talked about suicide and were all incarcerated, but the 
Israeli myth of the suicide bomber was born. 
I don't think that there are suicide trainers, but suicide-talk 
trainers. I believe that videos declaring intent to go on a suicide 
mission are staged under drugs or under torture. 
=============== 

Liberty Forum poster "impatient" presented compelling 
arguments on this thread that the suicide bomber is a myth and 
cannot exist in reality. "Impatient" refuted professor Robert 
Pape's research on the subject. I have only weaved his 
comments together and added section headings, an epilogue 
and a few comments between square brackets. 
Cyte 
Comments 

 
-1#1 Mark 2012-02-04 14:11 

Actually suicide bombers are unfortunately VERY real. There are 
thousands of videos showing all aspects of a detonation, and 
many of those murderers release a martyr video. The scope of 
the problem is beyond what would be plausible if this was really 
some crazy Israeli plot. I would also think that if the Israelis 
actually wanted to topple any governments then they would 
have led false evidence back to Iran since they are the most 
prominent fundamentalist (and anti-Semitic) nation in the 
region. Saddam was an evil sociopath, but he was a secular 
Baathist sociopath. I wouldn't trust him in a room with kittens 
and a woodchipper, but he was much more likely to attempt a 
dialogue since he appeared to only adhere to Islam in the 
context of using it as a ploy amongst his people. 
I do not think that Islam is a violent religion, but pretending 
that extremist elements aren't running around committing acts 
of terrorism only pisses off the terrorist organizations and 
makes you appear intellectually dishonest to the rest of the 
world. Championing this absurdity only makes you into a fool in 
the eyes of the rest of humanity. 
Quote  

 
+2#2 Nashid 2012-02-16 15:06 

Mark, 

Your comments show how little study and time you have given 
to this area. No, the false flag operations to blame Muslims for 
suicide bombings is VERY REAL. That is why the Israelis, 
Americans and Brits have been caught so many times 
attempting suicide bombings to blame Muslims. I advise you to 
read the article of this thread very carefully to learn more about 
this.  
Also plan P2OG that was developed under Donald Rumsfeldt 
plainly states that the Zionists and Americans will use false flag 
suicide bombings in Muslim nations as a weapon to demonize 
Muslims and also wreck havoc in those nations. Many operatives 
have been caught and they admit to being part of that plan. You 
can read more about that at this article: 
The Politics of Suicide in the Muslim World:  
ascertainthetruth.com/.../... 
Further Saddam Hussein was far away from being a Muslim. He 
was a Bathist, who believed in the racist supremacy of 
Arabness. For a long time he was "America's man in the Middle 
East" and did the bidding of the US. He was also responsible for 
the war between Iraq and Iran which caused the deaths of over 
one million Muslims.  
Mark, your information is weak and lacking research and true 
insights. I suggest you read this article carefully and then do a 
bit more research before you make comments that are far from 
reality. 
Quote 
http://www.ascertainthetruth.com/att/index.php/al-islam/al-
islam-and-suicide/95-the-myth-of-the-suicide-bomber

__________________________________________  

...degeneration in full swing in our free and democratic society...  
Vaccinate 'bundles of dribble and 

sputum', David Leyonhjelm says, as 

'no jab, no pay' policy passes 

Parliament 
By political reporter Jordan Hayne 

Monday, 23 November 2015 
 
Crossbench senator David Leyonhjelm has thrown 

his support behind the Government's "no jab, no 
pay" legislation, arguing babies should be 

vaccinated so they do not cause other people to fall 
ill. 

 
Photo: Crossbench senator David Leyonhjelm has thrown 

his support behind the Government's "no jab, no pay" 

legislation. AAP: Lukas Coch 

The Liberal Democrat, whose party stands for civil 

liberties and individual freedom, has told the Upper 
House he backs laws that restrict welfare payments to 

parents who do not vaccinate their children.  

http://www.ascertainthetruth.com/att/index.php/al-islam/al-islam-and-suicide/95-the-myth-of-the-suicide-bomber#comment-716
http://www.ascertainthetruth.com/att/index.php/al-islam/al-islam-and-suicide/95-the-myth-of-the-suicide-bomber
http://www.ascertainthetruth.com/att/index.php/al-islam/al-islam-and-suicide/95-the-myth-of-the-suicide-bomber#comment-734
http://www.ascertainthetruth.com/att/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=373:the-politics-of-suicide-in-the-muslim-world&catid=50:al-islam-and-suicide&Itemid=70
http://www.ascertainthetruth.com/att/index.php/al-islam/al-islam-and-suicide/95-the-myth-of-the-suicide-bomber
http://www.ascertainthetruth.com/att/index.php/al-islam/al-islam-and-suicide/95-the-myth-of-the-suicide-bomber
http://www.ascertainthetruth.com/att/index.php/al-islam/al-islam-and-suicide/95-the-myth-of-the-suicide-bomber
http://www.abc.net.au/news/jordan-hayne/6645156
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"Parents do not have a right to welfare payments," he 
said.  "It's bad enough that people continue to bring 
wave upon wave [of] these little blighters into the world. 

"The least they can do is immunise their bundles of 
dribble and sputum, so they don't make the rest of us 
sick." 
The laws, which withhold family payments worth up to 

$15,000 per year from parents who fail to have their 
children vaccinated, was passed by Parliament this 
morning. 
Vine: David Leyonhjelm brands babies "bundles of 
dribble and sputum".  
The changes mean parents who conscientiously object to 

vaccination for philosophical or religious reasons will not 
be able to collect the payments.  
Only families who are unable to vaccinate their children 
for medical reasons will be exempt. 
More than 90 per cent of children aged under five have 

been vaccinated in Australia, however more than 39,000 
children under seven have not been immunised because 

their parents hold objections. 
Announcing the laws in April, then-prime minister Tony 
Abbott said the laws were designed to encourage more 
families to get their children vaccinated.  
"It's a very important measure to keep our children and 
our families as safe as possible," Mr Abbott said. "The 
choice made by families not to immunise their children is 

not supported by public policy or medical research, nor 
should such action be supported by taxpayers in the form 
of childcare payments." 
The laws passed the Senate to become law with the 
support of the Coalition, Labor and the Greens. 

 
From other news sites: 

 News.com.au: Your kids are not our problem': 
Senator David Leyonhjelm lets fly over Australia's 
'obsession' with families  

 The Guardian: Coalition question over Mal 

Brough's status – politics live  
http://www.abc.net.au/news/20151123/leyonhjelm-

backs-no-jab-no-pay-policy/6963766 

*** 
Won't someone please think of the childless?':   

Senator David Leyonhjelm says childless Australians 

should be praised 

Judith Ireland, November 23, 2015 - 11:53AM 

The childless subsidise those who do have children & 'the least 
they can do is immunise their bundles of dribble & spit' says 

libertarian Senator David Leyonhjelm. 
Libertarian senator David Leyonhjelm has praised childless 
Australians in a speech in the Senate, saying they should 
receive thanks instead of pity or criticism.  

To the childless people of Australia, I want to say, on behalf of 
this Parliament, thank you for being childless.  
Senator David Leyonhjelm  
The NSW Senator made his remarks while supporting the 
government's bill to remove family payments and childcare 
subsidies for families that do not immunise their children, which 
passed the Senate on Monday.   

 
Liberal Democrat senator David Leyonhjelm, whose party also 
wants to see family payments restricted and childcare subsidies 
abolished, says parents receive joy and meaning from their 
children - "what more do they want?" Photo: Alex Ellinghausen  
"It's bad enough that people continue to bring wave upon wave 
of these little blighters into the world," 
Senator Leyonhjelm said.  
"The least they can do is immunise their bundles of dribble and 
sputum so they don't make the rest of us sick."  
Senator Leyonhjelm, who does not have children, said it was 
time to ask: "Won't someone please think of the childless?"  
He said while politicians were "obsessed" with families, many 
Australian households were childless. According to the 
Australian Bureau of Statistics, couples families without children 
are expected to overtake couples with children during the 
2020s. 
"To the childless people of Australia, I want to say, on behalf of 
this Parliament, thank you for being childless. 
"You work for more years and become more productive than the 
rest of Australia. You pay thousands and thousands of dollars 
more tax than other Australians. You get next to no welfare ...  
"But you pay when other people get pregnant, you pay when 
they give birth, you pay when they stay at home to look after 
their offspring ..." Senator Leyonhjelm said.  
The Liberal Democrat said that he was sorry than instead of 
receiving thanks, Australians without children were "often 
ignored, pitied, considered strange, or even thought of as 
irresponsible".  
"For your sake, I hope the children you are forced to support 
don't end up as juvenile delinquents, and I hope that they get 
immunised so that you don't end up getting sick. Because you'll 
pay then, too."  
The Liberal Democrats also want to see family payments 
restricted, childcare subsidies abolished, and the deregulation of 
the childcare sector, to cut childcare costs. They also want to 
see the government's paid parental leave scheme - which they 
see as an "arbitrary payment" - stopped 
"Children generate great joy, warmth, and meaning for their 
parents. They are a precious gift. What more do you want?"  
The new "no jab, no pay" rules, which is a 2015 budget 
measure, are due to start on January 1, 2016. They will save 
about $500 million over four years.  
Under the scheme, parents would only be able to get an 
exemption for "valid" medical reasons - not because they 

conscientiously object to vaccination.  
According to the Department of Health, the percentage of 
children registered as conscientious objectors has increased 
from 0.23 per cent of total children in 1999 to 1.77 per cent last 
year. 
http://www.smh.com.au/federalpolitics/political-
news/wont-someone-please-think-of-the-childless-
senator-david-leyonhjelm-says-childless-australians-
should-be-praised-20151122-gl5bwa.html 
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